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UNIVERSAL SPACES FOR SONE FAMILIES

OF RIM-SCATTERED SPACES

1. Introduction.

By

S.D. Iliadis

1.1. Definitions and notations. All spaces considered in this paper are

separable and metrizable and the ordinals are countable.

Let F be a subset of a space X. By Bd{F), Cl(F), Int(F) and ＼F＼we de-

note the boundary, the closure, the interior and the cardinality of F, respec-

tively. An open (respectively, closed) subset U of X' is called regular iff U=

Int{Cl{U)) (respectively, U=Cl(Int(U))). If X is a metric space, then the dia-

meter of F is denoted by diam(F). A map / of a space X into a space Y is

called closed iff the subset f{F) of Y is closed for every closed subset F of X.

A compactum is a compact metrizable space; a continuum is a connected

compactum. A space is said to be scattered iff every non-empty subset has an

isolated point.

A space Y is said to be an extension of X iff X is a dense subset of Y.

A space Y is said to be a compactification of X iff Y is a compact extension

of X. Let Y and Z be extensions of X. A map x of Y into Z is called a

natural projection iff 7r(%)―x for every igI Obviously, if there exist a

natural projection of Y into Z, then it is uniquely determined.

A space T is said to be universal for a family A of spaces iff both the

following conditions are satisfied: (a) T^A, (£) for every X^A, there exists

an embedding of X in T. If ony condition (jS)is satisfied,then T is called a

containing space for a family A.

A partition of a space JY"is a set D of closed subsets of X such that (a) if

Fu F2gD and F^Fg, then F^F^R, and QS) the union of all elements of D

is X. The natural projection of Z onto D is the map tc defined as follows, if

x^X, then n{x)―F, where F is the uniquely determined element of D contain-

ing x. The quotient space of the partition D is the set D with a topology

which is the maximal on D for which the map iz is continuous. (We observe

that we use the same notation for a partition of aspace and for the correspond-
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ing quotient space). The partition D is called upper semi―continuous iff for

every FeD and for every open subset U of X containing F there exists an

open subset V of X which is union of elements of D such that FQVQU.

Obviously, in order to define a oartition D of a space X it is sufficientto

define the non-degenerate elements of D. Let D' be a subset of D (generally,

let D' be a set of subsets of a space X). We denote by (Z)')* the union of all

elements of D'.

An ordinal a is called isolated iff it has the form /3+ 1, where $ is an

ordinal. A non-isolated ordinal is called a limit ordinal (hence, the ordinal zero

is a limit ordinal).

Every ordinal a is uniquely represented as the union of a limit ordinal $

and of a non-negative integer m. In what follows, the ordinal jSis denoted by

j8(≪)and the integer m is denoted by m{a). Also, by T(a) we denote the

ordinal fi-＼-2m+min{fi,1} and by m+(a) we denote the integer m+min{($, 1}.

The set {0, 1, ･･･}is denoted by N.

Let M be a subset of a space X For every ordinal a we define, by induc-

tion, a subset M(a) of Mas follows: M(0)=M, M(1) is the set of alllimit points

of M in M. Mca)=(M(a-1))cl)if a>l is an isolatedordinaland Mw= D M(^

if ≪>1 is a limit ordinal. The set M(a) is called a―derivative of M (See [/C2],

v.I,§24. IV).

We say that M has ty/)eS<x, and we write type(M)<.a iff M(a)=0. If a

is the least such ordinal, we say that M has type a, and we write type(M)=a.

Obviously, type(M)=Q iff M=0.

We say that a scattered subset M has type a (respectively, ^La) at the point

a^.M and we write type{a, M)=a (respectively, type(a, M)^a) iff a<£M(a)

and flGM1^ for every fi<a (respectively, a^Mca)). (See [/3]).

We denote by corn-type(a, M) {compact type of M at the point a) the mini-

mal ordinal T for which there exists a compactification K of M such that

type{a, K)=j- (See [I-Z]). By max(M) we denote the set of all points a of M

for which com―type(x, M)^com―type(a, M) for every xgM.

We say that M has locally compact type y (respectively, compact type f)

which is denoted by loc-com-type(M) (respectively, by corn-type(M)) iff y is the

minimal ordinal for which there exists a locally compact extension of M (re-

spectively, a compactification of M) having type y. (See [I-Z]).

We observe that:

(1) A subset M of a space X is scattered iff there exists an ordinal a such

that type{M)^a.
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(2) Every scattered space is countable.

(3) A compactum is scattered iff it is countable.

(4) The type of a non-empty countable compactum is an isolated ordinal.

(5) There exist compacta having type a for every isolated ordinal a. (See

[M-S]).

(6) The number of compacta having type a, where a is an ordinal, is

countable. (See [M-S]).

We denote by Ln, n ―1,2, ･･･, the set of all ordered n-tuples ix ･･･in> where

it=Q or l,t―l, ･■･, n. Also, we set Lo={0} and L = ＼J =GLn. For n=0, by

z'i･･･in we denote the element 0 of L. We say that the element ix ■■■in of L is

a part of the element j＼･･･jm and we write z"i･･･in^j＼ ■･･jm if either n=0, or

n^ra and it=jt for every tf^n. The elements of L are also denoted by i,j,i＼,

etc. If i―il---in then by z'O(respectively, zl) we denote the element ii---in0

(respectively, ix ■■■in＼) of L.

We denote by An> n ―1,2, ■■■, the set of all ordered n-tuples ix ■■■in, where

it, t―l, ･･･, n, is a positive integer. We set A ―＼Jn=iAn. The elements of J

are denoted by a, $, etc. Let d=ii ･･■/, and p=jt ■･■jm. We say that a is a

/>ar? of /3 and we write a^ji iff l^n^m and ^=/£ for every if^n. Obviously,

if a, fi<BAn and a^/3 then a=ji. Also, for every a<=An the set of all elements

^An+i such that a^/J, is a countable non-finite set.

We denote by C the Cantor ternary set. By C＼, where i=ix ･■■i,eL, n^l,

we denote the set of all points of C for which the tth digit in the ternary ex-

pansion, t=l, ･･■, n, coincides with 0 if it=0 and with 2 if zt=l. Also, we

set C0=C. For every subset s of Ln, n―0, 1, ･■･, we set Cs=＼JiBSCi. For

every point a of C and for every integer n^O, by i(a, n) we denote the uni-

quely determined element i^Ln for which aeC*. For every subset F of C

and for every integer n^O, we denote by st(F, n) the union of all sets Ci,

i^Ln, such that Cir＼F^$. If F={a} we set sf(F, n)―st{a, n). Obviously,

st(a, n)=C-Ua,n)- If S is a subset of C, then the set S(~＼Ciis denoted by Si.

Let D be a partition of a subset S of C, z an element of Ln, n―0, 1, ･･･.

We set /?(!)= {deZ>: ci is not singletion}, D＼―＼d^D＼ dC＼C＼^% dnCu^0and

d^CioUCu}, Dn=yj-ieLnD-i. It is easy to see that: (≪) D(l)=Un=oAi, (j8)

Dir＼Dj-d if i, jei and iV; and (r) Dmr＼Dn-^ if m^n.

A space Z is called rim-finite (respectively, rational) iff X has a basis B of

open sets such that the set Bd(U) is finite (respectively, countable) for every

U(=B.

We say that a space X has rim-type <La, where a is an ordinal and we

write rim-type{X)<=a iff X has a basis 5 of open sets such that type(Bd(U))
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<.a, for every U^B. If a is the least such ordinal, then we say that X has

rim-type a, and we write rim-type(X)=a.

In [G-I] (respectively,in [/2] and [/3]) the following definitionis given: a

space K has the property of a-intersections(respectively, the property of finite

intersections) with respect to a family Sp of spaces iff the every X^Sp there

exists a homeomorphism ix of X in K such that if Y and Z are distinct ele-

ments of Sp, then the set iY(Y)r＼iz(Z) has type ^a (respectively, the set

ir(Y)r＼iz(Z)is finite)(For the corresponding definitions of the present paper

see Section 5.1).

1.2. Some known results. Let ≪>0 be an ordinal. We denote by R(a)

the family of all spaces having rim-type <;≪. Natural subfamilies of R(a) are

the family Rcom(a) of all compact elements of R{a) and the family Rcont(a) of

all elements of R(a) which are continua.

Another subfamily of R(a) is the family i?"m-c°m(a) defined as follows an

element X of R{a) belongs to Rrim-C°m(a) iff X has a basis B of open sets

such that for every U^B, the set Bd(U) is a compactum having type ^a.

We denote by RF the family of all rim-finite spaces and by R the family

of all rational spaces.

In [I-Z] some new subfamilies of R(a) are given. These families are de-

noted by Rkc(a) and Rku(a), a>0, k=0, 1,■■■. A space X belongs to R＼c{a)

(respectively, to Rkc(a))iff X has a basis B―{UQ, Ui, ･･･} of open sets such that

type(Bd(Ui))£a and loc-com-type(Bd(Ui))<La (respectively,com-type(Bd(Ui))^a),

for every i=Q, 1, ･･･.

It is easy to see that Rcont(a)QRconi(a)QRrim-com((x)QR0c(a)Q ■■･QR"c(a)Q

RUa)QRkc+1(a)Q - S/?(≪).

We observe that if type(M)=a, then by Lemma 1 of [I-T] it follows that

M admits a compactification if having type ^Y(a). By the proof of thislemma

it follows that if a>0 and type(K)=j(a), theu K is the one-point compactifica-

tion of some locally compact sxtension of M having type ^T(a)―1.

From the above it follows that R%+w-＼a)=R(a) and hence, /?Je(a)=/?5"1(a)

= R(a) if k^m+{a)-l.

We recall some known results concerning the above mentioned families of

spaces.

(1) Every element of RF has a compactification belonging to RF. (See

[in, [*,]).

(2) In the family RF there is no universal element. (See [N]).

(3) In the family R(a) there exists a universal element having the property
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of finite intersections with respect to any subfamily of R(a) whose power is

less than or equal to the continuum. (See [/3]).

(4) Every element of Rrim-Com(a) has a compactification belonging to

Rcom(a), (See [i^]). Moreover, every element of i?"m-c°m(a) is topologically

contained in an element of Rcont{a).(See [A]).

(5) In the family Rrim~com(a) there does not exist a universal element (See

[/≪]). Hence, by (4), in the families Rcon＼a) and Rcom(a) there do not exist

universal spaces.

(6) For the family Rcom(a) there exists a containing space belong to the

family Rcont(a+l). (This is a result of J.C. Mayer and E.D. Tymchatyn).

(7) For the family of all planar compacta having rim-type^a there exists

a containing planar locally connected continuum having rim-type<La+l. (See

[M-T]).

(8) In the family Rkc(a),where a is an isolated ordinal and k=0, ■･･, m+(a)

―1, there is no universal element. (See [I-Z]).

(9) For a family Sp of rim-finitespaces there exists a containing rim-finite

space (heving the property of finiteintersections with respect to any subfamily

of Sp whose the power is less than or equBl to the continuum) if and only if

Sp is a uniform family. (A family Sp of rim-finitespaces is called uniform iff

for every X^Sp there exists an ordered basis B(X)―{U0(X), Ui{X), ･･･} having

the properties: (a) Bd(Ui(X))r＼Bd{U,{X))=R if *'=£/and (0) for every integer

k^O there exists an integer n(k)^O (which is independent from the elements

of Sp) such that for every x, y(E{Jki=o(Bd(Ui(X))), xi^y, there exists an integer

j(x, y), Q£j(x, y)^n(k), for which eitherie[/Kl,s)(Z) and y&X＼Cl(Ujix,y,(X)),

or yt=UJix.v,(X) and x<BX＼Cl(UKx,y>(X)) (See [/,]).

(10) In [G-I], for a given subfamily Sp of Rcom(a), necessary and sufficient

conditions are given for the existence of a containing space (having the pro-

perty of a-intersections with respect to any subfamily of Sp whose power is

less than or equal to the continuum) belonging to the family Rrim~com(a).

(11) In the family R of all rational spaces there exists a universal ele-

ment having the property of finiteintersections with respect to the subfamily

of all rational continua. (See [16]).

1.3. Results. In the present paper we study the family Rkic{ot),where

≪>0 and k=Q, ･･･, m+(a)―l. We construct a universal element K of this

family as a subset of another space T. For the construction of these spaces

we need in two "kinds" of countability.

In Section 2 starting with some properties of scattered spaces we prove
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the following theorem: every element of i?*c(a) admits a compactification hav-

ing rim-type fLa + k + l. For the proof of this theorem, we construct for every

X(=Rkic(a) (See Lemma 2.4) an extension X with a basis B{X) whose elements

have boundaries with some specialproperties. These properties also provide us

with the above mentioned two "kinds" of countability.

In Section 3 we consider a family A of pairs (5, D), where S is a subset

of C and D is an upper semi-continuous partition of S such that Di, i^L, is

homeomorphic to an element of a given family M of scattered compacta. The

elements of A are called M-representations. Using the M-representations we

construct a space T which will be used in Section 5. An important fact is the

countability of the family M (this is the first"kind" of countability).

In [/3] we have considered a set of some specificsubsets of a given scat-

tered compactum M: a subset X of M is such a subset iff M＼Mc/3(a:>:)£X We

have proved that if in the above set we consider the equivalence relation:

Xt^X2 iff there exists a homeomorphism / of Xx onto X2, then the number of

equivalence classesis countable. In Section 4 of the present paper we improve

this result by proving that if in the set of all pairs (X, M), where Mis a com-

pactum, type{M)=a and M＼M^ca:>:>^X, we consider the equivalence relation

(Xlf Mi)~(Z2, M2) iff there exists a homeomorphism / of Mt onto M2 such that

f(Xi)=Xz, then the number of equivalence classes is countable (this is the

second "kind" of countability).

In Section 5 using the properties of the extension nentioned in Lemma 2.4

we give the notion of a c-extension of elements of the family R＼c(a). For

every element of this family we consider a fixed c-extension. By a standdard

manner, we correspond to every such extension an ^-representation, where M

is a countable set of scattered compacta. The space T constructed in Section

3 (for the above M-representations) has rim-type^a+k + 1 and it contains topo-

logically the fixed c-extensions. Using the result of Section 4, the construction

of the space T can be done in such a manner that a subset K of T has type

<,a and contains topologically every element of R＼c(a). Thus, the space T is

a containing space for the family of fixed c-extensions and simultaneously the

subset K is an universal element of R＼c{a). The main result of this papers is

Theorem 5.3.

We note the following corollariesof the main results: In the family i?*c(a)

there exists a universal element having the property of afc-intersections(See

Definitions 5.1.) with respect to any subfamily of Rkic(a)the power of which is

less than or equal to the continuum.

Also, for the family Rkc(a),there exists a containing space belonging to the
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family Rkic(a)and, hence, there exists a containing continuum having rim-type

^a ―k + l. In particular, for k=0 (since Rcom(a)QR°c(a)) we have: There

exists a continuum having rim-type^a+1 which is containing space for all

compacta having rim-type<*a. (This is a result of J.C. Mayer and E. E. Tym-

charyn).

2. Extensions of elements of R＼c(a).

2.1.Lemma. Let M be a scatteredspace having type a―/3(a)+m(a)>0. Let

X be a zero-dimensional metric compactification of M. Then, there is a com-

pactificationK of M for which the natural projection n of X onto K exists and

such that:

(1) type{K)=com-type(M) {and, hence, by Lemma 1 of [I-T], type(K)£T(a)).

(2) type(MKJ(K＼Kclka≫))=a.

(3) loc-com-type(M)=loc-com-type(M＼J(K＼K^ia≫)) and

(4) if K={zu zz, ■■･},then lim (A'am(ff"1(Zj)))=O
I-+00

Proof. We prove the lemma by induction on the ordinal com-type(M).

The proof can be done in such a manner that besides properties (l)-(4) of the

lemma the following properties will be also true:

(5) for a given e>0, diam(7c~1(z))<e for every z^K, and

(6) for every a^M, type(a, K)―com-type{a, M)

Let com-type(M)=l. We set K―M. Then, K is a compactification of M

having properties (l)-(6).

Suppose that for every space M for which l<Lcom-type(M)<y there exists

a compactification K of M having properties (l)-(6). Since for every scattered

space M, com-type(M) is an isolated ordinal, we may suppose that y is also an

isolated ordinal.

Let M be a space such that com-type{M)―y and s>0 be a number. Suppose

that type(M)=a. By Lemma 1 of [I-T] it follows that j8(a)=j8(r).

First we suppose that max(M) is infinite. By Lemma 2.4 of [I-Z] it follows

that com-type(a, M)=y―l, for every a^max(M).

Let F=Cl(max(M))＼max(M). (The closure is considered in the space X).

Let Fi, ･･-, Fn be open and closed non-empty subsets of F such that (a) F―

FX＼J■･･＼jFn, Q3) FtnFj=d if *=£/,and (j) diam(Fi)<s. for every i = l, ･･･, n.

There exist open and closed subsets Uijt i=l, ■■■, n, j―＼, 2, ･･■, of X such

that: (a) C7nU/721U - ＼jUnl = X, (0) UtiJ+1,QUtj, (7) (Uij＼UiU+1,)nmax(M)

=£0,(8) UuHUj^Q, if ii=j, and (s)r＼7^UiJ=Fi.
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Let Mij=(Utj＼Uuj+i>)r＼M, i=l, ･■･, n, j=2, 2, ･･･. Obviously, max{Mi})―

Mijr＼max(M) and, hence, the set max{Mtj) is finiteand com-type(a, Mij)―J―1

for every ae.max(Mtj). By Lemma 2.4 of [I-Z], com-type(Mij)~1'~-l.

Hence, by induction, there is a compactification Ki} of Mijf i=＼, ･■■, n, j―

1, 2, ･･･, for which the natural projection iiu of Ui}＼Uia+i~)onto Ktj exists and

such that properties (l)-(6) are true, where in place of s in property (5) we

take the number s/j.

Let K=(＼JijKij)＼j{Flt ■■■, Fn). We topoiogize K as follows: a subset V

of K is an open subset iff V has the following properties: (a) the set Vr＼Ku,

i=lf ･■･, n, y=l, 2, ･･･,is an open subset of Kih and (jQ)if F^V', then F con-

tains all but finitelymany of the sets Ktj, j=l, 2,■■■.

Let tz be the map of X onto K defined as follows: if x^Uij＼Uia+o, then

n(x)=7ctj(x) and if igFj, i=l, ■･■, n, then n{x)―Fi.

It is easy to see that K is a compactification of M and w the natural pro-

jection of X onto K.

Since A"^ is an open and closed subset of K and type(Kij)^Y―l we have

type(Fi,K)=y and, hence, type(K)―com-type(M)=y! that is, property (1) is

satisfied.

By induction, type(Mtj＼j(Kij＼KlfWi))£a. Hence, since M＼J(K＼K(^a^)=

U (MtjUiKi^K^"")) we have type(Mu(K＼K^ca^))^a, that is, property (2)

is satisfied.

Since the subset K＼{FU ･･･, Fn} is a locally compact extension of

MKJ(K＼Kifl(-a≫) and type(K＼{Fu ■■■, Fn})=y-l we have loc-com-type

(M＼J(.K＼K^<ia:>:'))^T―l-Since the set max(M) is infiniteand com-type(M)=y,

by Lemma 2.4 of [I-Z] it follows that loc-com-type(M)=y―l, that is, property

(3) is true.

Properties (4) and (5) follow by the construction of K.

For every x<ElMh we have type(x, Kij)=type(x, K)=com-type(x, M). Hence,

property (6) is also true.

Now, we suppose that max(M) is finite. Then, by Lemma 2.4 of [I-Z],

com-type{a, M)―y, for every a<=max(M). Let max(M)―{a1,---,an} and let

Uij, *=1, ･･･, n, j=l, 2, ･･･, be open and closed subsets of X such that: (a)

UnV-UUni=X, (j8)UiU+i)QUtJ, (r) Utj＼UtiJ+l>*Q, (d) UurtfJjx^Q, if i*j,

and (s) n"-i£/≪={ai}.

Let Mi)=(Uij＼UiU+i->)r＼M. Then, either com-type(Mtj)^Ly―l, or com-

type{Mij)―y and the set max(Mij) is infinite. Hence, by induction, there is a

compactification /G, of M*,-(for which the natural projection x^ of Uii＼Uia+o
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onto Kij exists) having properties (l)-(6).

Let K and z be the compactification of M and the natural projection of X

onto K, respectively, constructed from Ktj in the same manner as in case,

where the set max(M) is infinite(replacing the set {Fu ･･･, Fn) by the set

max(M)={au ■･･,an} and the subset Fif in the definition of it, by the subset

{at} of X).

By construction, type{Kij)^f. On the other hand, for a given /, there exists

an integer j0 such that type(Kij)£T―l for every /2>/0. (See Section 2.2.4 of

[I-Z]). Hence, type{at,K)―y. Thus, type{K)=com-type{M)―y. Hence, pro-

perty (1) is satisfied.

Since the subset Ktj of K is an open subset and since type(at,K)―y, pro-

perty (6) is also satisfied.

For the proof of property (2)itis sufficientto prove that(M＼j(K＼KlPwi)YPwy

= Mc/>c≪≫#Obviously, M^w^Q(Mu(K＼K^w')). Let x^(MKJ(K＼K<^a≫)y^a≫.

Then, it is clear that x<£K＼K<?w＼ Hence, xgM If x^M＼M^w＼ then

com-type(x, M)<$(a) and, therefore, type(x, K)<fi(a), that is, x&K＼KlPla≫

which is impossible. Hence, xgM^W) and property (2) is satisfied.

Since the set max(M) is finite,by Lemma 2.4 of [I-Z] it follows that loc-

com-type(M) = com-type(M)= type(K). Hence, loc-com-type(M)＼J(K＼K^w:>))=

type(K) and property (3) is satisfied.

Since for a fixed i, lim (diam(Uij＼Uuj+^))―0, properties (4) and (5) follow

bv the construction of K.

2.2. Lemma. Let M be a locally finite union of closed subset Mlf Mz, ･･■

such that loc-com-type(Mi)<La, i=l, 2,■■■. Then, loc-com-type(M)<La.

Proof. Let a^M. There exist an open neighbourhood U of a in M and

a set {mi, ･･･, nt＼of integers such that U―{Ur＼Mn^)＼j ･■･U(Ur＼Mn.). Since,

loc-com~type(Mni)<,a we have loc-com-type(Ur＼Mni)f^a, z= l, ･･･, t.

By Theorem 2.5 of [I-Z] it follows that loc-com-type(U)^a. Hence, by-

Lemma 2.4 of [I-Z], com-type(a, U)―com-type{a, M)f^a. By the same lemma

we have loc-com-tyhe(M)<a.

2.2.1. Corollary. Let X^R＼c{a) {See the Introduction). Then, every pair

of disjointclosed subsets of X can be separated by a subset M such that type(M)

<a and loc-com-type(M)<a+k.

The proof follows by Lemma 2.2 and Lemma 4 of [I-T]. This corollary

is used in the proof of the followingLemma 2.3.
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2.3. Lemma. Let X^R＼c{a) and B={U0, Uu ･･･}be a basis of open sets of

X such that for every i, type(Bd(Ui))^a and loc-com-type(Bd(U＼))^a+k. Let

F be the family of all pairs Am=(Uim, Ujm) such that Cl(Uim)^UJm and Uin,

Ujm<^.B. Let D denote the set of triadicrationals in the open interval (0, 1).

Then, there existsa sequence (fm) of continus functions fm: X―>[0, 1] such that

for integers m, r, m^r and d^D:

(1) fm(Cl(Uim))={0},

(2) fm(X＼UJm)={l],

(3) type{f^{d))^a and loc-com-type(f^＼d))£a+k,

(4) Bd(fnXlO, d)))=Bd(fn＼(d, 1]))=/ W,

(5) fr(f-m＼d))r＼D=R, and

(6) fr(fvt(d)) is a closed subset of [0, 1] of dimension 5^0.

This lemma, except condition3, is the same as Lemma 7 of [I-T] and it

is proven similarly.

2.4.Lemma. Let X<=Rklc{a). There existan extensionX of X and a basis

B(X)={V0, Vu ･･･}of open setsof X such that:

(1) the set Bd(Vi), i=0, 1,■■■,is a compactum,

(2) Vt=Int(Cl(Vt)),i=Q, I,

(3) BdiVJnBdiVj)^ if i*j,

(4) type(Bd(Vt))^a+k + l,

(5) type({Bd{Vi)r＼X)＼J(Bd(V^{BdiVi))^w'))^a and

(6) loc-com-type((Bd(V＼)nX)＼J(Bd(y＼)＼(Bd(V'tW^^a+k.

The proof is similarto the proof of theorem 8 of [I-T]. The extension X

is constructedin the same manner as the space Z is constructedin the proof

of Theorem 8 of [I-T]. Instead of Theorem 3 of [I-T] which was used in the

proof of Theorem 8 of [I-T] we have use Lemma 2.1.

2.5. Theorem. Let Xei??c(≪). Then, X admits a compacification having

rim-type<aJr k + 1.

This theorem is proved using properties (l)-(4) of extension X of X of

Lemma 2.4 and Theorem 2 of [hi-

3. Construction of speciic spaces.

3.1. Definitions and notations. Let M be a scattered space. A finite

cover a) of M is called a decomposition iff every element of <wis an open and
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closed subset of M and the intersection of any two distinctelements of (o is

empty.

A decomposition w is a subdivision of a decomposition o>' of M iff every

element of a) is contained in an element of <or.

A sequence a)n, n^N, of decompositions of Miscalled a decreasing sequence

of decompositions iff (a) the decomposition a)n+1,n^N, is a subdivision of the

decomposition a)n and (£) the set of all elements of all <yn, bgJV, is a basis of

open sets of M.

In what follows by M we denote a countable set of scattered compacta.

We suppose that two distinctelements of M are not homeomorphic.

Also, we suppose that for every MeM there exists a fixed decreasing

sequence of decompositions of M. The nth decomposition of this sequence is

denoted by Mn, n^N.

Let x^M(=M and neiV. We denote by F{n, x) the element F of Mn for

which xef,

A pair g=(S, D) is called an M-representation iff: (a) 5 is a subset of C,

(/3) D is an upper semi-continuous partition of S, {J) every element of D{＼)

consists of exactly two points, and (8) for every q(^N, Dq is homeomorphic to

an element of M.

In Section 3, we denote by A a family of ^/-representations the power of

which is less than or equal to the continuum. We suppose that for distinct

elements g=(S, D) and f=(S', D') of A it may happen that S=S' and D=D'.

For every element g=(S, D) of A and for every q<^N by Mq(g) we denote

the element of M which is homeomorphic to Dq and by <pq(g)a fixed homeo-

morphism of Mq{g) onto Dq.

Let A' be a subfamilly of A such that for some q^N, Mq(g)=Mq(f) for

any elements g, f of A'. In this case the element Mq(g) of M is also denoted

by Mq{A') and we shall say that the element Mq{A') of M is then determined.

For any subfamilly A' of A and for any subset C of C we denoted by

C'xA' the subset of C'xA' consisting of all elements (a, g) of C'xA' such

that if g=(S, D), then aeS.

A decomposition Q of A is a countable set of subfamilies of A such that:

(a) the intersection of any two distinct elements of Q is empty and (/3)the

union of all elements of Q is A.

A decomposition Q is a subdivision of a decomposition Q' of /I iff every

element of Q is contained in an element of Q'.

A sequence Qn, n^N, of decompositions of A is called a decreasing sequence

af decompositions iff: (a) Qn+l is a subdivision of Qn, n^N, and (/3)if g and
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/ are distinctelements of A, then there exists an integer n such that g and /

belong to distinct elements of Qn.

Since the power of A is less than or equal to the continuum, the existence

of decreasing sequence of decompositions of A is easily proved.

In what follows, we suppose that there exists a fixed such sequence of A

denoted by Qn, n^N. Moreover, without loss of generality, we may suppose

that for every E^Qn and for every q, O^g^n, the element Mq(E) is deter-

mined.

3.2. Lemma. For every integer me AT there exist:

(1) A decomposition Am={Af: re/(ra)} of A which is a subdivision of Qm

{hence, for every rs/(m) and for every integer q, Q^q^m, the element Mq(Af)

of M is determined). In what follows, we denote by r an arbitrary element of

l(m) and by q an integer such that O^q^m.

(2) An integer n(q, Af)^m (denoted also by n(q, m, r)).

(3) An integer n(Af)>m (denoted also by n(m, r)).

(4) A subset s(F) of LB<m>P) for every F<B(Mq(A?))ncq-m'r:>(denoted also by

s(q,m, r, F)).

(5) A subset U(F) of CxA for every F<E(Mq(Af))n^m-r^ (denoted also by

U(q, m, r, F)) such that:

(6) // m^l, then Am is a subdivision of Am~1(hence, the sequence A0, A1, ･■･

is a decreasing sequence of decompositions of A).

(7) // m^l, fe/(m-l) and Af^AT~＼ then n(m, r)>n(m-l, t).

(8) // tel(q) and A?QAqt, then n(q, m, r)=n(q, q, t)+m-q.

(9) // w^l, fe/(m-l), /, g^A^QAf1'1 and x^F^(Mm(Af))n^m-m-r＼ then

st(<]>m(g)(x),n(m-l, t))=st((<pm(f)(F))*,n(m-l, t)).

(10) // m^l, q<m, fe=7(m-l), £=(S, D)(eA?QA?-1, d&D, Fe

(Mq(g))n≪-m-r＼ Q^(Mq(g))n^m-r^-＼ F^Q and dr＼st((<pq(g)(F))*,n(m,r))^R,

then dQst((<pq(g)(Q))*, n(m-l,t)).

(11) // g(^AT and FEi(Mq(AT))nCq-m-r＼ then st((<pq(g)(F))*,n(m, r))=CUF,.

(12) U(F)=CS(F)XA? for every F^(Mq(Af))n^m-r＼

(13) If F<EE(Mk(Af))nCk-m-n and Q^(Mq(Af))n^m'n, where 0^k<q, then

U(F)nU(Q)=R.

(14) // F, Q(E(MQ(Af))nC(l-m-r> and F^Q, then U(F)fMJ(Q)=R.

Proof. We prove the lemma by induction on integer m.

Let m=0. Let E<=Q＼ For every g^E there exists an integer n(g)>R

such that if F, Qe(Mote))0, then st(M>lg){F))*, n{g){r＼st({^{g){Q)T, n(g))=Q.
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We observe that if /, g^Q, then M0(f)=M0(g).

Now, we define the decomposition A° of A as follows: two elements g and

f of A belong to the same element of
^4°

iff there exists an element E<eQ°

such that: (a) g, f^E, Q3) n(g)=n(f) and (r) st((^gXF))*f n(g))=st((<po(fXF))*,

≪(/))for every Fs(Mo(g))°=(Mo(f))＼

Obviously, .4°is a countable set and by the construction, A0 is a subdivi-

sion of Q°. Let /4°=M2: re/COM.

For every re7(0) we set w(0, A})=0 and n(.4£)=ft(g),where g^A

viously, the integer n(A°r)is independent from g^Al.

0

T Ob-

For every F<=(M0(A°r))°we denote by s(F) the set of all elements i of

Ln(0,r) for which CiQst(((po(g)(F))*,n(g)), where geA?. Obviously, the set

s(F) is independent from ge/1".

Finally, we set U(F)=Ct(F>xAl for every F^(M0(A°r))0. It is easy to see

that properties (8),(11), (12) and (14) of the lemma are satisfied.

Suppose that the lemma is proved for every m, 0^m<p. We prove the

lemma for m=p.

Let E<=QP, ml(p-l) and g=(S, D)^Er＼A?-＼ Since the map <j>p(g)is

continuous, for every xGMp(g) there exists an open neighbourhood O(x) of x

in Mp(g) such that for every y<=O(x) we have st((pp{g){x),n(p―l, t))=

st((pP(g)(y),n(p―l, t)). (For example, we can suppose that 0{x)=

(<pP(g))~＼O((f)p(g)(x))),where O(^v(g)(x)) is the set of all elements of Dp which

are contained in the open set st((pp(g)(x)'n(p―l, t))of C). The set of all such

neighbourhoods O(x) is an open cover of Mp{g), Hence, since Mv{g) is a com-

pactum there exists an integer no(^)^O such that every element of (Mp(g)ni)<-g:>

is contained in the neighbourhood O(x) for some x.

There exists an integer ni(g)^0 such that st((<pk(g)(F))*,n^g^nstdfaigXQ))*,

ni(g))=0 for every FeE(Mk(g))n<k-p-1-t)+1 and for every Qe(M,(£))BW-p-liO+1,

where 0^k<p ―l, O^q^p ―1 and either k^q ork=q and F^Q.

Also, since D is an upper semi-continuous partition of 5, there exists an

integer n2(g)>0 such that if O^q£p-l, d<ED, F^(Mq{g))n^-v-ut^＼ Qg

(Mq(g))n≪-p-ut>+1,FQQ and dr＼st{(<pq{g){F))*,nt(g))±Q, then dQst((<pq(gXQ))*,

n(p-l, 0).

There exists an integer n3(^)^0 such that if F and Q are distinct elements

of (Mp(g)y>≪＼ then st((<pp(g)(F))*,nt(g))nst((<j>p(gXQ)F, na(g))=0.

Finally, there exists an integer n4(g)^0 such that if Q^q^p ―1, Fe

(M^g))""-*-1-"*1, Q-<=(Mp(g))n°≪＼ then s*((^te)(F))*, nt(g))nst((</>p(g)(Q))*,

nt(g))=Q.

Let n(8)=max＼n,(g), n,(s), n*(e),nAs). t>+ l, nit ―I, t)+l＼.
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We now define the decomposition Ap. Let g, /eA The elements g and

/ belong to the same element of Ap iff there exist an element E of Qp and an

element fe/(/> ―1) such that: (a) g, f^EnAf-1 (hence, Mq(g)=Mq(f) for every

q,0^q^p), (j8) n(g)=n(/), Q0 no(g)=n^f), (8) if Ofg^/>-l and Fe

(Ma(5))nw-p-1'o+1 = (M,(/))BW'p-1-t>+1, then st((<pq(g)(F))*,n{g)) = st((<pq(f)(F))*,

n{f)＼ and (e) if FeE(Mp(£)r°c*) = (Mp(/)r°(/＼ then st((<pp(gXF))*, n(g))=

st((<pP(fXF))*, n(/)).

It is easy to see that the set Ap is countable. Let Ap ―{Avr: re/(/>)}.

Property (6) of the lemma follows by the definition of the decomposition Ap.

Let reI(p). We define the integers n(p, r) and 72(9, />,r) for O^q^p

setting ≪(/>,r)=n(g), n{p, p, r)=no(g), where g^Apr and n(q, p,r)=n(q, p ―l,t]

+ 1 if O^0^/> ―1, where t^I(p-l) such that ^^g/lf-1.

Property (7) of the lemma follows by the definition of the number n{g).

Also, if t<=l(p―1), q^p-1 and e^I(q) such that ylfg/ir1"1^^, then we have

n(#, /),r)=n(q, p ―l, t)+l=n(q, q, e)+p ―l―q+l=n(q, q, e)+p―q, that is, pro-

perty (8) of the lemma is satisfied.

Property (9) of the lemma follows by the definition of the integer n<>(g]

(considering that n(p, p, r)=no(g)) and by property (s) of the definition of the

set Ap (from which it follows that st((<pp(gXF))*, n(p-l, t))=st(((pp(f)(F))*,

n(p-l, 0)).

Property (10) of the lemma follows by the definition of the integers n2(g)

and n{g) (considering that n(q, p, r)=n(q, p ―l, t)+l).

The set s(F), where F(=(Mq(Ap))n^-p-^ is defined as follows: an element i

of LnCp,r) belongs to s(F) iff C-iQst(((pq(g)(F))*, n{p,r)), where g^Ap. By

properties (8) and (s) of the definition S> the decomposition Ap it follows that

s(F) is independent from g(^Ap.

Property (11) of the lemma follows immediately from the above definition

of the set s(F).

The set U(F), where F<=(Mq(Ap))n≪-p-r＼ is defined setting U(F)=CtcF^xA?.

Then, property (12) of the lemma is clear.

Finally, properties (13) and (14) of the lemma follows by the definition of

the integers n^g), ns{g), n^g) and n(g) and the definition of the sets s(F) and

U(F).

3.3. Notations. For every q<=N and g^A we denote by r(q,g) the ele-

ments t&I(q) for which g<B.Ai.

Let me N and re/(m). We denote by s(m, r) the union of allsets s(q,m, r, F),

where Q£q£m and F(=(Mq(Af))niq-m'r＼ Obviously, s(m, r)gLn(m.r).
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Let m^N, r(Bl(m) and x^Mm(Af). Obviously, if (a, g)^CxAf, then

g(EA? and Mm(A?)=Mm(g). We denote by d(x, m, r) the set of all elements

{a, g)^CxA? for which <pm(g)(x)=a. We denote by T(l) the set of all sub-

sets of C x A of the form d(x, m, r). By T we denote the union of the set

T(l) and the set of all singletons {{a, g)}, where (a, g) belongs to CxA and

does not belong to any d{x, m, r)eT(l).

Let d{x, m, r) be a fixed element of T(l) and let k^N. We denote by

U(d(x, m, r), k) the union of all sets of the form U{m, m+k, t,F), where t<=

l{m+k) such that Af+kQAf and x^F^{Mm{Af+k))n^m'm+k-t＼

Since Mm(A?+k)=Mm(A?) and by property (8) of Lemma 3.2, n(m, m+k,t)

= n(m, m, r)+k we have (Mm(A?+k))n(m-m+k-t>=(Mm(A?))n'm-m'r>+k. This means

that F is independent from the elements t of l(m+k) for which A?+k<^A?.

We observe that for every jgF we have U(d(x, m, r), k)=U(d(y, m,r), k).

We denote by U the set of all sets of the form U(d, k), where d=d(x, m,r)

gT(1) and k<BN.

Let m^N, re/(m) and ieLm(m,r) such that i£s{m,r). Then, we set

VCi, m, r)―CixAf. We denote by V the set of all sets of the form V(i,m,r),

Remarks. It is not difficultto prove that:

(1) For every d(x, m, r)eT(l), d(x, m, r)QCxAf.

(2) If g<=A? and d(x,m,r)<=T(l), then d(x,m,r)n(Cx {g})=<f>m(g)(x)x {g}

(3) For every deT(l) and k^N, dQU{d, k).

(4) For every d(x, m, r)eT(l) and k^N, U{d(x, m, r), k)^CxAf.

(5) Foj every rfeT(l) and ^s^V, U(d, k + l)^U{d, k).

(6) If xGFG(MB(y4f))"(ra'm'r), then U(d(x, m, r), 0)=U(m, m, r, F).

(7) If tt=l(m+k), Af+kQAf and x<=F£E(Mm(A?l+k))n<m-m+k-t＼ then

U(d(x, m, r), k)n(C xA?+k)=U{m, m+k, t,F).

(8) If V(i, m, r)GEF and d{x, q, f)eT(l), where O^^^m, then V(i, m, r)n

d(x, q, 0=0.

(9) If dlt rf2eT(l) and di^d8, then ^^^=0.

HO") The union of all elements of T is the set CxA.

3.5. Lemma. Let d = d(x, m, r)eT(l) and U=U(dlt nOefr, where d1=

d(y, mlf ri)^T(l). The following are true:

(1) // dQU, then there exists an integer nS^O such that U(d, n)£/7.

(2) // dnU=R, then there exists an integer n^O such that U(d, w)nf/=0.

(3) If dnU^Q and dr＼((Cx A)＼U)^Q, then there existsan open and closed
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neighbourhood 0(x) of x in Mm{A^) such that d{z, m, r)C＼U'=£0and d(z, m, r)C＼

((CxA)＼U)^d for every zeiO(x).

Proof. (1) By properties (l)-(4)of Remarks 3.4 it follows that A?QA?f.

First we suppose that m^p, where p=ml+nl. Let t be an arbitrary ele-

ment of /(/>) such that Af£A?nA?i and let F=F{n(m, p, t),x) and Fx=

F{n{mu p, t),y).

Suppose that either m^mi or m―mx and Fi^Fx. By properties (13) and (14)

of Lemma 3.2 we have U(m, p, t,F)r＼U{mu p, t,F:)=0.

Obviously, dr＼(CxAf)^Q (See property (1) of Remarks 3.4) and since dQU

we have dr＼(Cx Af)QUf＼(CxAf).

On the other hand, Ur＼(C x Af)=U(mlt p, t,F{) (See property (7) of Remarks

3.4) and dr＼(CxAf)QU(m, p, t,F) (See properties (6) and (7) of Remarks 3.4).

From this follows that (dn(C x A?))r＼{UC＼{CxAf))=Q which is a contradiction.

Hence, m~mx and F=Fy. Setting n = n1 we have that U(d, n)=U(du nO,

that is, the integer n = riiis the required integer.

Now, let ml-irnl―p<m. Let ≪G/(m-l) and t<=l(p) such that AfQAf-1^

AfQAfl and let F=F(n(m, m, r), x) and F^F{n{mu p, t),y).

We have U(du ni)r＼{CxAf)=U{mu p, t,F,). Since dQCxAfQCxA? we

have that dQU(mu p, t,Fx)^CsxAf, where s^siF,). Hence, st(<pm(g)(x),n(p,t))

gCs for every g^Af.

Since n(m―l, e)^n(p, t) (See property (7) of Lemma 3.2) we have that

st(<pm(g)(x),nim-l, e))Qst((pm(g)(x),n(p, t)). By proyerty (9) of Lemma 3.2 it

follows that st((<J>m(g)(F))*,n(m―1, e))gC,. By property (11) of Lemma 3.2 we

have that CS(F)^CS. Hence, by property (12) of Lemma 3.2, U(m, m, r, F)=

CSCF)XAfGCxAf=U(mu p, t,F,)QU. Obviously, U(m, m, r, F)=U(d, 0) (See

property (6) of Remarks 3.4). Hence, the integer n=0 is the required integer.

(2) If ATr＼A?}=% then by properties (l)-(4) of Remarks 3.4 it follows

that for every nEiN, U(d, n)r＼U{du ni)=0. Hence, we can suppose that

A?nA?i*Q.

Let mf^p, where p=m1 + n1 and let t,F and Fx be the same as in the cor-

responding part of case (1).

If m=m1 and F=FU then r=rx and dQU which is a contradiction. Hence,

either m^mu or m=nti and Fi^F^.

In both cases, by properties (13) and (14) of Lemma 3.2 we have that

U(m, p, t,F)r＼U(mx, p, t,FJ=0. Since U(d, p-m)r＼(C x Af)=U(m, p, t,F) and

U(du ni)r＼{Cx Af)=U(m1, p, t,Fx) and since t is an arbitrary element of I(p)

for which AfQAff^Af} we have that U(d, t―m)r＼U(du n,)=0, that is, the
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integer n ―p ―m is the required integer.

Now, let p<m, hence, AfQAf^ and let e, t, F and Ft be the same as in

the corresponding part of case (1).

yNehayeU(dltni)r＼(CxAf)=U(m1,p,t,F1)=CtxAf, where s^siFJ. Hence,

(C,xAf)nd=Q. This means that for every g(EAf, st(<pm(g)(x), n(p, t))nCt=&.

Since n(m―1, e)^n(p, t) (See property (7) of Lemma 3.2) we have st{(pm{g){x),

n(m-l, />))nC,=0.

By property (9) of Lemma 3.2 it follows that st(((pm(g)(F))*, n(m―1, e))r＼C,

=0. Since n{m, r)>n(m―1, e) we have that st((<pm(g)(F))*, n(m, r))r＼Cs―&, that

is, Cs(F)nCs=0.

Thus, (Ct<.FixAf)r＼(Ctx Af)=Q, that is, U(m, m, r, F)r＼U(mlt p, t, Fi)=0.

Hence, f/(m, m, r, F)fMJ{dx, ≫i)=0, that is, i/(d, 0)nU(du ≪i)=0 and n=0 is

the required integer.

(3) It is easy to see that /l?lnyl
11^0.

Let m^/>, where p=ml+nl and

let t(=l(p) such that Af^A7? and /ifS^ 1- Let F and Fi be the same as in

the corresponding part of case (1). As in that case we prove that if m=ml

and F=FU then dQU and if either m^ml or m=ml and F^FU then dr＼U=R,

which is a contradiction.

Hence p<m. Then. ATQAf}. Let e, *,F and Fx be same as in the cor-

responding part of case (1).

We have Ur＼(CxAf)=U(mu p, t, F,). Since dQC xAf^C x Af we have

dr＼U(mu p, t, Fj)^0 and dn((CXi4)＼t/(m!, p, t, F^i-R. Moreover, if (a, g)e

dn((CxA)＼U(mu p, t,FO), then (a, ^)^£7.

There exist elements gi and g2 of Af such that dfm(gi)(x)r^Cg^Q and

<pm.(g2)(x)tr^(C＼Cs)=pR, where s^siFJ. Since n(m―1, e)^n(p, t) there exist ele-

ments fi and f2 of Cre(m_i,e) such that Cfl£Cs, Ci2£C＼C≪, 0m(^i)(x)nCj1^0

and d>m(gsXx)nCi^Q.

By property (9) of Lemma 3.2 it follows that for every zeF we have

<j)m(gi){z)r＼Ci^R and (])m{g2){z)r＼Ci2^%. This means that d(2, m, r)r＼U(mu p, t,Fx)

^0 and d(z,m,r)r＼((CxA)＼U(m1,p,t,F1))=^O, that is, d(z, m, r)r＼U^Q and

dU, m, r)r＼((CxA)＼U)-£R. Hence, the neighbourhood O(x)=F is the required

neighbourhood of x in Mm(A ).

3.6. Lemma. Let d = d(x, m, r)eT(l) and V = V(l, p, t)^V. The following

are true:

(1) // d^V, then there exists an integer n^O such that U(d, n)QV.

(2) // dr＼V=$, then there existsan integer n^O such that U(d, n)nV=R.

(3) // dr＼V^Q and dr＼{(Cx A)＼V)^Q then there exists an open ana closed
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neighbourhood 0{x) of x in Mn(Af) such that d(z, m, r)C＼V'=£0and d{z, m, r)r＼

((CxA)＼V)^& for every z^O(x).

Proof. (1) By properties (1) and (8) of Remarks 3.4 it follows that p<m

and A?QAf. Hence n(m, r)>n(p, t). Let F=F(n(m, m, r), x).

Since dQV and n(m, r)>n(p, t)we have that <pm(g)(x)QCi for every g<EA?.

Hence, by property (9) of Lemma 3.2 it follows that (<pm(gXF))*QC-i.

By property (11) of Lemma 3.2 and since n(m, r)>n(p, t) we have C,(f>

QCi. Since AfQAf we have CtiF>xA?QCixAf. Hence, U(m, m, r, F)=

U(d, 0)£F(i, p, t). Thus, the integer n=0 is the required integer.

(2) If A?nAf=Q, then for any integer n^N, U(d, n)f＼V=R. Hence, we

can suppose that Afr＼Af=t@.

Let m^p. Then, AfQAf. Let F=F(n(m, p, t),x). By the definition of

the elements of V it follows that U(m, p, t,F)r＼(Ci*Af)=Q. Setting n ―m2-m

we have U{d, n)r＼(CxAf)=U(m, p, t,F). Hence, U(d, n)C＼V(i,p, 0=0, that is,

the integer n=m2―m, is the required integer.

Now, let p<m. Then, AfQAf. Let eei(m-l) such that AfQA?-1 and

F=F(n(m, m, r), x).

We have U(d, O)―U(m, m, r, F)=CsCF)xyl (See property (12) of Lemma

3.2). Hence, U(d, O)nF^0 if and only if CsiF^nCi^d.

If g^Af, then st((<pm(gXF))*,n(m, r))=Cs(jF) (See property (11) of Lemma

3.2). Since dnV=0 it follows that st((pm(g){x),n(p, O)nCj=0. Since n(m-l, e)

^n(/>, 0, we have st(<pm(g)(x),n(m―l, e))Qst(<pm(gXx), n{p, t)) and, hence,

st(<j)m{gXx),n(m―1, e))r＼Ci=0.

By property (9) of Lemma 3.2 it follows that st(<pm{gXx),n(m―l, e))=

st(£<l>n{gXF))*,n{m-l,e)). Since n(m, r)>n(m-l, e) we have st((<pm(gXF))*,

n(m,r))Qst((<pm(gXF)r,n(m-l,e)) and, hence, st((<pm(g)(F))*,n(m, r))nCj=0,

that is, the integer n=0 is the required integer.

(3) As in case (1) we have p<m and AfQAf. Let ee/(m―1) such that

AfQA?-1 and let F=F(n(m, m, r), x).

Since rfnF^0 there exists gi^Af such that <f>m(giXx)nCi^Q. Also, since

rfn((Cx4)＼F)^0 there exists gaeA? such that ^OT(£2)(x)n(C＼Cf)^0. Since

n(m―1, e)^n(p, t) there exist zi,i2eLn(m_lie) such that Ci^Cj, CizQC＼Cj,

4>m(giXx)nCh^R and <j>m(gsXx)nCit±Q.

By property (9) of Lemma 3.2, for every g^Af and for every zeFw

have ^mteXzJnCi^O and 0m(£)(z)nCi2^0, and, hence, 0m(^)(^)nCi^0 anc

<l>JigXz)r＼{C＼Ci)^, that is, d(^, m, r)r＼V^ and d(e, m, r)r＼((CxA)nV)^R

Thus, the neighbourhood O(x)=Fis the required neighbourhood of x in Mm(Af)
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3.7. Lemma. Let d={(a, g)}, where g=(S, D), V,V^V and U,U1<=U.

The following are true:

(1) // dQCixAf, then there exists an element W of U＼JV such that dQ

W^CixA7?.

(2) // VnV^Q, then either VQV, or V^V.

(3) // dQVr＼U, then there exists an element W of U＼jV such that d^W

QVr＼U.

(4) // dQUr＼Uu then there existsan element W of UnV such that dQW

(5) // dr＼V--=Q, then there existsan element W of IJVJV such that d^W

and Wr＼V=R.

(6) // dr＼U―9, then there exists an element W of U＼jV such that dQW

and Wr＼U=Q.

Proof. Let l^Ln and let k be an integer such that k ―l^max{n, m).

There exists an integer p^k such that st(a, n{p, t))r＼st((Dq)*,n(p, t))=i

for every q^k, where t―r(p, g).

Let jgL,(Pi1) and aeCj. Suppose that j<£s(p,t). Then, the set PF=

C-jxAf belongs to V. Obviously, we have {(a, g)}QW, CjQCi and Af^Af,

Hence, WQV, that is, W is the required element of U＼jV. Suppose that ;<e

s(p, t), that is, jg4 p, t, F) for some q, O^q^p, and some F(E(Mg(^f))"WiP-°.

Hence, C3Q st((<pq(g)(F))*, n(p, t))(See property (11) of Lemma 3.2). This means

that st(a, n(p, t))r＼st((Dq)*,n(p, f))=£0and, hence, k<q.

Let xgF and </>g(g)(x)nCj^0. Since q>n we have that (pq(g)(x)QCi. Let

Q~F{n{q, q, e), x), where e―r{q, g). Since n(g―1, r(^―1, g))>n we have that

stty^gXx), n(≪?-l, r(tf-l, g)))^Ci and, hence st^gXQ))*, n(q-l, r(q-l, g))]

QCi (See property (9) of Lemma 3.2). Since n{q, e)>r(p ―l, g)) we have

st((<pq(gXQ))*, Mq, e))=CsCq>QCi.

By properties (11) and (12) of Lemma 3.2 it follows that U(q, q, e, Q)=

CtiQ,xAlQCixA%£V.

Since {(a, g)}QU(q, q, e, Q)=U(d(x, q, e), 0)ee#, the set W=U(q, q, e, Q) is

the required element of O＼JV.

(2) Let V=V(i, m, r) and Vl=V(j, p, t). Since Vr＼V'^0 we have A?nAf

^=0 and CinCj^Q. Let m^p. Then, ^fg^ and since n{p, t)^n{m, r),

Cj-gCj. Hence, FxgF. Similarly, if />^m, then VQV1.

(3) Let U=U(d(x,m,r),n) and V = V(i,/>,*). We have {(a, g)}Q

U(m, q, e, F)=CsiFyx AqeQU, where q―m+n, e=r(q, g) and F=F(n{m, q, e), x).

Let k ―max＼p, q) and nx=max{n{t, t),n(q, e)＼. Let s be a subset of all
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elements j of Lni for which C]^Cir＼CHF^. Then, Cs = Cir＼Cs(_F^ Also, we

have AfnA≪e=Akra,g,. Then, d^(CixAf)r＼(CsCF)xA%) = CsxAUk,g^VnU.

Hence, the proof of this case follows from case (1).

(4) Let LJ―(U(d(x, m, r), n) and Ui=U(d(xi, mu rx), nj. As in case (3)

we have dQCsCF^xAi^U, where q―m+n, e=r(q, g) and F=F(n(m, q, e), x).

Similarly, dQCscp^xA^QUu where tfi=mi + ni, e1 = r{ql, g) and Fl=

F(n(nti, qlt ex), x).

Let p―max{q, qt} and k = max{n(q, g), n{qu g)}. There exists a subset s

of Lk such that C,=C,c*.>nC,<Flj. Hence, d^{Cs^F^xAl)r＼{CsiF^xAl^

CsxA?QUr＼Ui, where t―r{p, g). The rest of the proof of this case follows

from case (1).

(5) Let V = V{1, m, r) and let aeCj, where ;eLn(m,r). Since dr＼V―Q we

have that either Cir＼Cj=0 or ^?ln^(m,g)=0. Hence, (CjXAf(m,g))n(CiXylf)

=0. Since {(a, g)}S:CjXAf(m,8^, the existence of the set W follows from

case (1).

(6) Let U=U(d(x, m, r), n). Let i be an element of Lk, where k =

n(m+n, r{m+n, g)), such that a^Ci. Then, it is easy to see that {CixAf^+n.g-))

C＼U―^. Hence, the proof of this case also follows from case (1).

3.8. Lemma. Let dx, d2GT and dxi^d2. Then, there exist elements Wx and

W2 of OuV such that d.QW,, d2QWz and W1r＼W2=0.

Proof. We consider the cases:

(1) di= {(ai,^)} and d2={(a2, g2)},

(2) d1={(a, g)＼and d2=d(x, m, r)GT(l), and

(3) d1 = d(xu mu r,)GT(l) and d2=d(x2, m2, r2)eT(l).

In the firstcase either ax―a% or ax=a2 and gi^g2. If a^a2, then there

exist an integer n and distinct elements i and j of Ln such that a^Ci and

a2eCj. Then, we set V1=C?Ki4?c0.,p and F2=CiXv4°(0,g2).

If a.i=a2 and gi^g2, then there exists an integer m such that r(m, gi)^

r(m, g2). Then, we set F1=C≫x A (m,gP and F2=C0x^f(m,^2).

In both subcases we have dxQVu d2QV2 and F1nV2='0. By case (1) of

Lemma 3.7 there exist elements Wi and W2 of O＼JV such that dxQW^Vi and

rf2gif2gF2. Hence, WxrW2=0.

In the second case if g^Af, then there exists an element Wx of t/uF

such that d1QW1QC0xAfim,g,. Let Wa=f7(d(a:, m, r), 0). Then, TT,r＼^8=0.

Let g^Af. Then, a£<pm(g)(x). There exists an integer p^>m such that

st(a, n)r＼st((Dm)*,n)=0, where n=n(p, r(p, g)). Let igL≫ such that aeCj.
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Then, i£s(m, p, e, F)=s(F), where e=r(p, g) and F=F(n(ni, p, e), x) (See pro-

perty (11) of Lemma 3.2).

Let Ws=U(d(x, m, r), p-m). We have W2r＼(CBxAg)=U(m, p, e, F). Since

U(m, p, e, F)=CsU?)XAf and since fes(F) we have of d^W2.

By property (6) of Lemma 3.7 it follows that there exists an element Wx

of U＼JV such that d^Wx and Wxr＼W2.

Finally in the third case we consider the following subcases: (a) mx=m2

and rxi^r2, (j8) mx―m2 and rx=r2. and {j) mx^m%.

In the first subcase we set Wx ―U{d{xi, mu rx), 0) and W2―＼J{d{x%,m2, r2),0).

Obviously, d^Wlt d2QW2 and Wxr＼W2=R.

In the second subcase let n{^n{mx, mu rx) be an integer such that there

exist two distinct elements Fx and F2 of (Mm/i 1))"1 for which xx^Fx and

x2^F2. Let n = ni ―n(mi, mu rx). We set Wx=U(d(x1, mx, rx), n) and W2=

U(d(x2, m2, r2), n) and we prove that Wxr＼W2=Q.

Indeed, if W^Wz^O, then there exists an element r^l(mx + n) such that

A^'g^fi and (Wxn(C0xAf^n))r＼(W2r＼(C0xA^+ri))^Q. We have ^n

(CBxA?i+n) = U(.m1,m1+n,r,F1) and l^2n(C0x/l?li+n) = t/(m2, m2+n, r, F2).

Hence, (/(mi, tx,mx + n, Fx)r＼U(m2, niz+n, r, F2)^0. By property (14) of Lemma

3.2 this is a contradiction.

In the third subcase, without loss of generality, we can suppose that mx<m2.

Then, either A^QAfi, or A^r＼Af^=d. If A?*QA?i, then we set Wx=

U(d(xx, mx, rx), m2 ―mx) and W2=U(d(x2, m2, r2), 0). Obviously, we have Wxr＼W2

―U{mx> m2, r2, Fx)r＼U(m2, m2, r2, F2)=0, where Fx = F(n(mx, m2, r2), xx) and F2=

F{n(m2, mt, r2), x2).

If ^4?l22n/i 1=0, then it is sufficient to put Wx~U(d(xx, mx, rx), 0) and W2=

U(d(x,, m,, r,)( 0).

3.9. Lemma.

U＼JV such that

tained in W.

Let d^T and dQW<=U^jV. There exists an element Wx of

d^sWi^W and every element of T(l) intersecting Wlf is con-

Proof. First we suppose that d = d(x, m, r). By property (1) of Lemma

3.5 and property (1) of Lemma 3.6 if follows that there exists an integer n^O

such that U(d(x, m, r), n)QW.

We prove that the set W1 = U(d{x, m, r), n + l) is the required element of

U＼JV. Indeed, let di = d(xi, mu ri)eT(l) and (a, g)<=d1nWu We have

U(d(x, m, r), n + l)M(C 0x Af)=U(m, p ,t,F), where p = n+m+l, t=r(m+n + l,g)

and F―F(n(m, p, t),x).
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If m1<p, then we can consider the set U{mx, p, t,Fi), where Fi =

F(n(nii, p, t),Xi). Since (a, g)^U{m, p, t,F)r＼U{ml, p, t,Fx) by properties (13

and (14) of Lemma 3.2 it follows that m=ml and F=F^ In this case, by the

definition of the elements of the set U it follows that dr^lJ{d{x, m, r), n + 1

^U(d(x, m, r), n).

Hence, we can suppose that m+n + Km^ We have (a, g)e£/(m, p, t,F)~

Cs(F)Xy4f. Hence, a<=CscF)-

Let a^Ci and i^Lk, where & = n(mi ―1, r(mi ―l, g)). Since a<^CS(F) and

k^n(p, t) we have CiQCshf^

By property (9) of Lemma 3.2 it follows that if gi = (Si, D^AfU-i.g^.

then ^ml(gi)(xi)nCi^0 (we observe that ae^mi(g)(*i)), that is <pmJigiXxi)r

st((<pm(gi)(F))*,n(p, 0)^0. By property (10) of Lemma 3.2 it follows that

<pm(gi)(xi)^st((<pm(gi)(Q))*,n(m+n, r(m+n, g))=Cs^, where Q ―F(n(m, m+n,

r{m+n, g)), x). This means that d^C^Q^x A^m+n^^ ―Uim, m+n, r(m+n, g)]

£U(d(x, m, r), n).

Now, we suppose that d={(a, g)}, where g=(S, D). It is easy to see that

there exists an integer m^O such that (a, g)^C-ixAf(Lm,g^W, where ie

^ncm,rcm.fi-))-Let ^o be an integer such that q0―l>n(m, r(m, g)). Since D is

an upper semi-continuous partition of S there exists an integer p^q0 such that

st(a, n(p, t))nst((Dq)*,n(p, t))=R, for every q^q0, where t―r{p, g).

Let s be the subset of Ln(^PtV)for which a ECs and either s={;} and j<£

s(p, t) or s=s(q, p, t,F)=s{F) for some q, 0<q^p, and some F―

F(n(q,p,t),Mq(g)).

We set Wx―CsxA^V and we prove that W^CixAf^,^. This is clear

if s={;}. Suppose that s=S(F). Then, st(a, n(p, t))r＼st((Dq)*,n(p, 0)^0 and,

hence, qo<q.

Let xgF and <pq{g)(x)r＼st(a,n(p, 0)^0- Since q>n(m, r{m, g)) and

st(a,n(p, 0)=^i we have that <pq{g){x)^Ci.

Let Q ―F{n(q, q, r{q,g)), x). Since n(q―l, r(q―l, g))>n(m, r(m, g)) by pro-

perty (9) of Lemma 3.2 it follows that(<pq(g)(Q))*QCi and hence, st(((pq(g)(Q))*,

n(q, r(q,g)))=CtlQ-)QCi.

By properties (11) and (12) of Lemma 3.2 it follows that U(q, q, r{q,g), Q)

= CSCQ,xA%Cq,g^CjXAT(m,g>. Since U(q, p, t,F)=U(q, q, r(q, g), Q) we have

W1QClxA?im,g>

Now, we prove that if d^T(l) and dinW^Q, then d^Cix Afin_g^. In-

deed, let d1=d(x1, mi, tj and (au g^&difSWx.

If m.i<Lp, then we can consider the set U(mu p, t,i?i)=f/(F1),where Fx―

F(n(mi, p, t),xt). Obviously, d^WiQUCFJrWt. It s={;} and ]&s(p, t),then
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U(F1)r＼W1=Q which is contradiction. Hence, s―s(F) and since U{mu p, t,Fi)

r＼U{q,p, t,F)^0 by properties (13) and (14) of Lemma 3.2 it follows that rm=q

and F=F1. Hence, d1QU(F)^W1^C-ix Af(m,g,.

Thus we can suppose that p<mx. Obviously, A }mvgl)QAf. Since flieCs

and n(mi ―1, r{mx ―1), gi))^n(p, t) by property (9) of Lemma 3.2 it follows that

if go is an arbitrary element of A {mvgl), then ^ffll(go)(ii)nC^0. Since rai>

n{m, r{m, g)) we have that (pm^goXx^QCi, that is, rfi£CiX^
(m,g).

3.10. Definitions and notations. For every U=U(d, n)^U (respectively,

V ―V(i, m, r)^V) we denote by O(U) or by O(d, n) (respectively, by O(V) or

by O(i, m, r)) the set of all elements rfeT such that dQU (respectively, dQV).

We denote by V (respectivety, by c＼S)the set of all sets of the form O(U),

U(^U (respectively, 0{V), 7e7). Also, we set B=HJ＼JCV.

Let meN, r^l{m) and F be a subset of Mm(Af). We denote by d(F) the

subset of T consisting of all elements d(x, m, r), where igF.

By dim, r) we denote the map of Mm(Af) onto d(Mn(A?)) defined as fol-

lows: d(m, r)(x)=d(x, m, r). Obviously, the map d(m, r) is one-to-one.

We say that a pair (S, D), where S is a subset of C and D is an upper

semi-continuous partition of C, has the dense property iff for every k=0, 1, ･･■

and for every a^d<=Dk the point a is o limit point of the set S＼(Dk)*.

3.11. Theorem. The set B is a countable basis of open sets for a topology

t on the set T. The space T {that is, the set T with topology t) is a Hausdorff

regular space. The boundary of every element of B is a countable free union

of subsets of T which are homeomorphic to closed subsets of elements of M.

Moreover, if every element of the family A has the dense property, then the

boundary of every element of B is a countable free union of subsets of T which

are homeomorphic to simultaneously open and closed subsets of elements of M.

Proof. If m, n&N, r<=I(m), F^(Mm(Af))k, where k = n(m, m, r)+n, and

x, y^F, then U{d{x, m, r), n)=U{d(y, m, r), n). From thisand since for every

meiV the set Am is countable it follows that the set U, as well as, the set V

are countable. Hence, B is a countable set.

It is easy to see that the union of all elements of B is the set T. Hence

in order to prove that B is a basis of open sets for a topology on the set T it

is sufficientto prove that if d(BT, Wlt W2(eC＼JV and deO(^)nO(W8), then

there exists an element W of UuV such that d^O(W)QO(Wi)r＼O(W2), that is,

dQWQWir＼W2. This follows immediately from the properties (1) of Lemma
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3.5,(1) of Lemma 3.6,(5) of Remarks 3.4 and from properties (2),(3) and (4)

of Lemma 3.7.

Let r be the topology on T for which B is a basis of open sets. By Lemma

3.8 it follows that the space T is a Hausdorff space.

We observe that by properties (2) of Lemma 3.5,(2) of Lemma 3.6 and by

(5) and (6) of Lemma 3.7 it follows that in the space T the boundary of every

element of B is contained in the subset T(l) of T. Hence, by Lemma 3.9 it

follows that the space T is regular.

Let meiV and re7(m). We prove that the map d(m, r) of Mm(Af) onto

d(Mm(Af)) is a homeomorphism. Indeed, by properties (1) of Lemma 3.5,(1)

of Lemma 3.6 and (5) of Remarks 3.4 it follows that the set {U(d(x, m, r), n),

n^N} is a basis of open neighbourhoods of d(x, m, r) (in the space T).

On the other hand, the set {F(n(m, m, r)+n, x): n^N] is a basis of open

neighbourhoods of x in Mm(A?) (See Definitions and notations 3.1).

Also, by the construction of elements of U it follows that an element

d(y, m, r) of d(Mm)Af)) belongs to U(d(x, m, r), n) if and only if y<^

F(n(m, m, r)-＼-n,x). From this it follows that the map d{m, r) is a homeo-

morphism.

Let m^N and re/(m). Let V = CsxAf, where s is a subset of Lrecm,r)

such that either s={i} and i<£s(m,r) or s=s(F) for some element F of

Mq(Af)n<-q'm-n, 0<Lq^m. We grove that for every p>n{m,r) and t^I(p) is

y^Mp(A!) and d(y, p, t)C＼V^0 (hence, AfQA?), then d(y, p, t)QV.

Indeed, let(a, g)<=d(y, p, t)r＼V. Let aeCj, where j^Lnip-UrCp-lig:)i. Since

n(p ―l,r(p ―l,g))>p ―l^n(m,r) we have that CjQCs. By property (9) of

Lemma 3.2 it follows that (pp(g1){y)r＼C-j^ for every g^Af. Since p>n(m,r)

we have that (pP(gi)(y)QCs and, hence, since AfQAf we have that d(y, p, t)

Now, let s―{i} and i<£s(m,r), that is, V = V(i, m, r)eF. Then, by pro-

perty (8) of Remarks 3.4 and by Lemma 3.6 (properties (1) and (2)) it follows

that the boundary Bd(O(V)) of the element O(V) of B is contained in the set

B(k, m, r), where k = n(m, r), which is the union of all sets of the form

(Mq(Af)), where m<q^k and ee/fa) such that A≪QA?.

We prove that the set B(k, m, r) is the free union of the corresponding

sets d(Mq(Af)). For this it is sufficientto prove that for every q, m<,q<^k, and

for every e^l{q) for which A^QAf, there exists and open subset H(q, e, m, r)

H(q, e) of T such that B(k, m, r)r＼H(q,e)=d(Mq(Af)).

For every F^{Mq{Af))n^q-n+k-q by x(F) we denote a point of F. We set

H(q, e)=＼JFO(d(x(F), q, e), k―q). Obviously, H(q, e) is an open subset of T.
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Also, it is easy to see that d(Mq(Af))QQ(k, m, r)r＼H(q,e).

Let d(y, gu eJ^Bik, m, r)C＼H(q,e). We prove that d(y, qx,e1)erf(M9(/4≪)).

Indeed since d(y, qu ei)^B{k, m, r) we have m<q^k and Aqe＼QAf. There

exists an element F of (Mq(Aq))n^'q'^+k-q such that d(y, qlt ex)r＼U(d(x(F),q, e),

k―q)^$. Let (a, g) belongs to this intersection. Consider the sets

U(qlt k, r{k, g), Fx) = U(F1) and U{q, k, r{k, g), F) = U(F), where F1=

F(n(q1, k,r{k, g)),y). Since (a, g)^U(F)r＼U{Fx) by properties (13) and (14) of

Lemma 3.2 it follows that q=qt and F=Fi, that is, d(y, qx, ex)(Bd{Mq{Al)).

Thus, B(k, m, r)f＼H(q,e)=d(Mq(Aqe)) and hence, the boundary of the set

O(i, m, r) is a countable free union of subsets of T which are homeomorphic

to closed subsets of elements of M.

Suppose now that U = U(d(xu mu rx),rii) be an arbitrary element of U.

Let m=m1 + ni. We prove that the boundary Bd(O{U)) of the set O(U) is con-

tained in the union of all sets of the form B(n(m, r), m, r), where r£/(m) and

A?QA?{.

Indeed, let d{y, p, t)^Bd(O(U)) and let {a, g)(=d(y, p, t)r＼U. There exist

an integer q, 0<q<m, an element r(^I(m) and an element Fe(A/,(^4 ))"C9im>r)

such that (a, g)^U{q, m, r, F)=U(F). If p<m, then we can consider the set

U(p, m, r, Q)=U(Q), where Q = F(n(p, m, r), y). (We observe that r(m, g)=r).

Then, (a, g)^U(F)r＼U(Q) and, hence, p = q and F=Q, that is, d(y, p, t)QU,

which is a contradiction. Hence, m<p.

On the other hand, since U(F)=CSCF^x Af, d(y, p, t)rMJl=Q and d(y, p, t)

%U by the preceding it follows that p^n(m, r). Hence, d(y, p, t)^

B{n{m, r), m, r).

Let k = n(m, r). For a fixed rel{m) as we already proved the set B{k,m,r)

is the free union of the corresponding sets d(Mq(Af)). Since the union of all

elements of H(q, e, m, r) is contained in the set C x A? we have that the union

of sets B(k, m, r) for all r^l{m) for which AfQAf^- is also free.

Hence, the boundary of the set O(d(xly mu r^),mO is a countable free union

of subsets of T which are homeomorphic to closed subset of elements of M.

Finally, suppose that every element of the family A has the dense property.

In this case we prove that if O(W)^B and d ―d(x, m, r)GT(l) such that

d{x, m, r)r＼W*Q and d(x, m, r)r＼((C*A)＼W)*Q, then d^Bd(O(W)).

Indeed, obviously, d£O(W). Let g(EAf such that (<pm(g)(x)x {g^nW^R.

Let O(U) be an arbitrary neighbourhood of d in T. We prove that O(U)r＼O(W).

=£0. We can suppose that U=U(d(x, m, r), n) for some integer n<E.N.

Let (pm(g)(x)={a, b}(ED(i). We can suppose that (a, g)^W and that there

exists an integer q such that (a, g)(=V = CsxAqTiq e^UcSW, where s is a sub-
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set of Lniq_riq,e≫and either s―{i} and i<Bs(q,r{q, g)) or s=s(F) for some ele-

ment F of {Mk{Aqr^^))n＼ where n1=n(k, q, r(q, g)) and O^k^m. Let Vr＼

(Cx {g})=Ox{g}. Then, 0 is an open neighbourhood of a in C.

Since g has the dense property there exists a point c(BOr＼(S＼(Dm)*) such

that either cgS＼(D(1))* or cg^eZ), and p>n(q, r(q, g)). In the firstcase,

{(c^)}GO(F)gO([/)nO(W), and hence O(U)r＼O(W)^Q.

In the second case, let y^Mv(Aprip^) such that c^<pv{g){y). As we proved

above, d(y, p, r(p, g))QV. Hence, d(y, p, r(p, g))£EO(V)QO(U)nO(W) and

O(U)nO(W)*Q. Thus, d(EBd(O(W)).

By properties (3) of Lemma 3.5 and (3) of Lemma 3.6 it follows that the

boundary of every element of B is a countable free union of subsets of T

which are homeomorphic to simultaneously open and closed subsets of elements

of M.

4. Some properties of scattered spaces.

Definitions and notations. Let a=fi + m be an ordinal, where fi=fH(a) and

m=m(a)>0.

We denote by Tr{a) the set of all triads T=(a, X, M) such that: (a) M is

a compactum having type a, (/3) M(-a-^={a＼, and (j) X is a subset of M for

which M＼M(/3)^X We observe that if U is an open and closed neighbourhood

of a in M, then the triad {a, Xr＼U, U)=t(U) is an element of Tr(a).

Let Ti=(au Xu M^ and r2=(a2, X2, M2) be two elements of Tr(a). We say

that tx and r2 are equivalent and we write t^t2 iff there exist: (a) an open

and closed neighbourhood U of ax in M1? (jS)an open and closed neighbourhood

V of a2 in M2, and (^) a homeomorphism f of U onto F such that f(Ur＼Xj)=

Vr＼X2 (Obviously, in this case f{a.i)=f(a2)).

It is easy to prove that the relation "~" on the set Tr{a) is an equivalent

relation. We denote by ETr(a) the set of all equivalence classes of this rela-

tion. For every reTr(a) we denote by e(r) the equivalence class of ETr{a)

which contains the element v.

Let T―(a, X, Af)GTr(a). An open and closed neighbourhood U of a in M

is called standard iff tor every Ti=(ai, Xu Mi)Ge(r) there exists an open and

closed neighbourhood V of ax in Mi and a homeomorphism f of U onto V such

that f(Ur＼X)=Vr＼X1. In this case we say that the element r has a standard

neighbourhood. It is clear that it an element of an equivalence class of ETr(a)

has a standard neighbourhood, then every element of this class has also a

standard neighbourhood.
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The element r is called standard iff the neighbourhood U=M of a is

standard. Obviously, if U is a standard neighbourhood of a in M, then z{U)

is a standard element of e(r).

It is easy to prove that an open and closed neighbourhood U of a in M is

standard if and only if for every neighbourhood W of a in M there exist an

open and closed neighbourhood V of a in M, which is contained in W and a

homeomorphism f of U onto F such that f{Ur＼X)=Vr＼X.

We denote by F(a) the set of all pairs C,=(X, M) such that M is a com-

pactum having type a and ^ is a subset of M for which M＼Mi^QX.

We say that the pairs Ci=(^i> Mx) and C2=(^2, M2) of P(a) are equivalent

and we write Ci~C2 iff there exists a homeomorphism / of Mx onto M2 such

that /(^)=X2.

It is clear that the relation "~" on the set P(a) is an equivalent relation.

We denote by EP(a) the set of all equivalent classes of this relation and for

every C,<=P(a) by e(Q the equivalence class of EP(a) which contains the ele-

ment £.

4.2. Lemma. For every isolated ordinal a the set ETr(a) is finite and every

element of thisset contains a standard element of Tr{a).

Proof. Let <2=/3―ra, where /3=/3(a) and m=m(a)>0. We prove the

lemma by induction on integer m.

Let m=l. Let Ti=(alf Xu Mi)eTr(≪) and r2=(a2, X2, M2)eTr(a) such

that Xi = Mx and X2=M＼M^=M＼{a2}.

Let r=(a, Z, M) be an element of Tr{a). Then, M^ = Mia~^=＼a＼ and,

hence, either X―M or Z=M＼Mc/3) = M＼{a}. By [M-S] it follows that there

exist a homeomorphism fx of Mx onto M and a homeomorphism f2 of M2 onto

M. We have that if X=M, then fl(X1)=X and if Z=M＼MC'3), then f2(X2)

= X. Hence, either e(r)=g(rO or e{r)=e{r2), that is, ETr{a)={e(zi), e(z2)}.

Also, by the above it follows that the elements ri and r2 are standard.

Now, we suppose that the lemma is proved for every m for which l^Lm<n

and we prove it for m―n.

Let ETr(a1)―{e＼a ―1), ･･■, eJ(≪―1)}. For every k = l, ･･･, t we denote by

r*(≪―l)=(cfe, Xk, Mk) a fixed standard element of e*(a ―1).

Let Tj=(aj, Xj, Mj), j=l, 2, be two arbitrary elements of Tr{a). Whithout

loss of generality we can suppose that the spaces Mx and M2 are metric.

Let Mja-2)＼Mja-1)={6>1, ^-2, ･･･}, ; = 1, 2, ■■･.Every element of these sets

is isolated (in the corresponding relative topology). Let ]＼% be an open and
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closed neighbourhood of bH in M} such that Wjir＼M^-z'>= {bH). Then the triad

tH={bjir Xjr＼W%, W°ji)is an element of Tr(a) and the element e(rJt)of ETr(a)

is independent from the neighbourhood W%, that is, if W'n is another such

neighbourhood of bH in Mj and T)i―{bH, XjCW^, W'H), then 0(1-^)―eO;-*).We

denote by ejt the element e(*Vi).

There exists an open and closed neighbourhood Wjt of bH in M,-,;'= 1, 2,

z= l, 2, -, such that: (a) WVWja-8>={M> (j8) W^rW,*^ if *i^=*2,(r)

lim (d≪am(^i))=0, (5) a,<E(Mj＼W0)<a-2), where W^J^uWVJ ■■･and (e) if

eji=ekUi＼a―1), then there exists a homeomorphism /^ of Mkau onto PF*,-such

that fji{Xkai^)=Xjr＼Wji. We observe that by the properties of the sets WH

it follows that Wj, j = l, 2, ･■･,is an open subset of A/, such that Cl(Wj)＼Wj

= {aj}.

Let Vj be an open and closed neighbourhood of a}-in Mj＼Wj such that

(y}ya-^={aj}. Then, the triad r>=(a,, ^n^, F,-)is an element of Tr(a-l).

We can suppose that if e(rO=≪*U)(a ―1), then there exists a homeomorphism

fj of M*(/) onto yl,-such that fjiX^^XjnVj.

There exists an open and closed neighbourhood £/,-,j=l, 2, of a_,-in M,

such that: (a) £7>n(M>＼^)=F>, (/3)if for some integer z= l, 2, ･■･,W^nt/^0,

then Wji^Uj, and (f) if for some integer f, PF^g/7,,-,then theJe exists an in-

creasing sequence of integers ix,z2,■･･for which Wjiq^Uj and eji= ejiq>q―

1, 2, ･･-.

Now, we prove that Ti^t2 if the following conditions are true: (a) eir1)

= e(v2)and (^) if for some integer &e{l, ･･･, t} there exists an integer z"(l)^l

such that WHW^Ui and eliW = ek(a ―l), then there exists an integer *'(2)^1

such that W2imQU2 and e2i(2)= e*(≪―1).

Indeed, it is not difficultto prove that between the set U1n(Mia-^＼M(1"~1)

and the set U2r＼(Mia~2:>＼Mia~l:>)there exists an one-to-one correspondence such

that if bip corresponds to bn, then eip=e2q.

We construct a homeomorphism / of Ux onto U2 as follows: on the set V＼

we set /=/2°/T1. Let WlpQUi. Then, blp<^Ux and if blp corresponds to b2q,

then on the set Wlp we set f~-f2q°fil. Obviously, / is a homeomorphism of

Ui onto Ut such that f(X1r＼U1)=X2r＼U2. Hence, ri~r2.

From the above it follows that the number of equivalence classes of the set

Tr{a) is finite,that is, the set ETr(a) is finite.

In order to complete the lemma it is sufficientto prove that every element

of ETr{a) contains a standard element of Tr(a). For this, since tx is an

abitrary element of Trio), it is sufficient to prove that r^Ux) is a standard
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element.

Let W be an arbitrary neighbourhood of a in Mt. Let V be an open and

closed neighbourhood of at in Ml＼Wl such that: (a) VQW and (j8) there exists

a homeomorphism y> of M*O) onto F for which fv{Xkil:>)=Xln.V.

There exists a neighbourhood U' of aa in Mx such that: (a) U'^W, (j8)

£//n(M1＼W1)=7 and (r) if for some integer i, WitnU'±Q, then WHQU'.

A homeomorphism /' of Ut onto U' for which /'{X^U^Xxf^U' can be

constructed in the same manner as we constructed the homeomorphism / of U,

onto 77,.. Hftnrp. t(T1,＼is a standard plpmpnt

4.3. Theorem. For every isolated ordinal a the set EP(a) is countable.

Proof. Let a―fi+m, where fi=fi(a) and m=m(a)^l. We prove the

theorem by induction on integer m.

Let rn―1. For every i=l,2, ･･･ we denote by M* a compactum such that

Ml"~1:>＼= ＼M^:>＼=i. Hence, if Xx and X2 are two subsets of Mk for which

M＼M^iQX1nXi, then X,=X2 iff X1nM<a~1>=X2nM<a-1＼ Therefore, the

number of such set is finite. Let Xiu ■■･, Xitw be these sets and let C≪=

(XiJr Mt), i=l,2, -, y=l, - ,t(i).

Let C,=(X, M) be an arbitrary element of P{a) and let IM^-1^*. Then,

by [M-S] there exists a homeomorphism / of Mt onto M. There exists an

integer j, ISJ^tii), such that Xa-f-＼X). Hence, f(Xtj)=X, that is, C~C≪.

From this it follows that the set EP(a) is countable.

We suppose that the theorem is proved for every m for which lfSm<n and

we prove the theorem for m―n.

Let r'=(cu X1, M1), ･■･,t2=(cp, Xp, Mv) be standard elements of Tr(a-1)

such that ETr(a-l)={e(rl),-,e(Tp)}. Also, let C(l)=Ud), M(l)), C(2)=

(Z(2), M(2)), ･■･be elements of P(a-l) such that EP(a-l)={e(Q(l)), ≪(C(2)),･･･}.

Now, let £j=(Xj, Mj), ; = 1, 2, be two arbitrary elements of the set P(a),

such that |Mja"1)| = {aii, ･･■, aJt}. Without loss of generality we can suppose

that the spaces Mi and M2 are metric. There exists en open and closed subset

Ujt of Mj}
y=l, 2, f=l,

■･･,z, such that: (a) Ujtir＼UJtt=Q if i^i"*, ()S) Un＼J ■■■

UUji^Mj, and (r) aH^UH.

Let i/>(n(Mja-1!)＼Mja-1>)= {/?}≫,ftjt,･■･}. Let (WkJt)°be an arbitrary neigh-

bourhood of b)i in MJt k = l, 2, ･･■,such that: (a) (W$<)°^< and (fi) {W^fn

M(ja-Z)={bkj}. We denote by e)i the element e(r}<) of £Tr(a-l), where t5<=

(^i, .Yj-nCH7^)0, (W7*!)0)- Obviously, the element e)t is independent from the

nmahhnnrhnrd CW^^0.
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For every j=l, 2, i=l, ･･■, t, k = l, 2, ■■■, let W)i be an open and closed

neighbourhood of bk}i in Mj such that: W%QUH, Q3) WkjinMlja-^={bkji}, (J)

WfrnW%=Q, if k1^k2, (8) lim(diam(W%))=0, (e) the set (Un＼WHya-*＼ where

k―'･oo

W/;i=W^}iW^iW ･･･ contains at least two distinct points and the point an be-

longs to this set, and (Q if e)t=e{rr<-kji')),then there exists a homeomorphism

f)i of Mr<*>*> onto PFJ, such that /$t(;rr <*">)=X/WJ,. Obviously, WH is an

open subset of Mj such that Cl{W H)<W ^―{aji}.

Let V^ be an open and closed neighbourhood of aH in Mj{<Wji such that

VjiQUjt and (F^)ca-2)={a^}. The triad Tji=(aji, XjfW}i, VH) is an element

of Tr(a ―1). We suppose that if e(Tji)=e(TrUi'>), then there exists a homeo-

morphism fH of Mroi) onto VH such that fji{Xr^)=X]r＼Vji.

We observe that the set Hjt=Uji＼(Wji＼jVjt) is an open and closed subset

of Mj and by property (s) of the sets W*i it follows that (//7i)(rt'~2)^0.Hence,

the pair C,ji=(Xjr＼Hji, Hn) is an element of P(a ―1).

If ≪(Cii)=e(C(9(y2))). then by #_,-*we denote a homeomorphism of M{q(ji))

onto //>t such that gji{.X(q(ji)))=X}r＼Hjt.

Now, we prove that Ci~C2 if the following conditions are true: (a) for a

given element e(rr) of ETr(a ―l) and for a fixed integer i, the number of ele-

ments bku of the set {bu, b＼t,･･･} for which e(Tr)―ekH is the same with the

number of the elements b＼tof the set {bn, b22i,･■･}for which eti=e(rr), (/3) for

every integer z=6, ･･･, t, e(Tu)=e(T2i), and (y) for every integer i=l, ■■■, t,

e(Cii)=e(C2i)-

Indeed, by the above condition (a) it follows that for every integer i, be-

tweed the elements of the set {bu, b＼u■･■}and the elements of the set {bh,

b＼i,･･･} there exists an one-to-one correspondence such that if bH corresponds

to bli, then ekH―eli.

We construct a homeomorphism / of Mx onto M2 as follows: for every

integer i, on the set Vu we set f=f2i°fu and on the set HH we set /=

g2i°gil- K the point b＼t corresponds to bu, then on the set WH we set /=

fli°{fkn)~x-It is easy to prove that / is a homeomorphism of Mx onto M2 such

that f(X1)=Xi.

From the above it follows that the set EP{a) is countable.

4.3.1. Remark. From Theorem 4.3 it follows Lemma 2 of Section 1.3 of

[/3], that is, for a given isolated ordinal a the set of all (mutually non-homeo-

morphic) spaces X for which there exists a compactum K having type a, such

that Xg/Cand K＼K?WQX, is countable.

Also, from Lemma 4.2 it follows Lemma 1 of Section 1.2 of [hi.
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5.1. Definitions. Let a>0 be an ordinal and &eNsuch that0^k^m+(a)―l.

Let X^Rkic(a). An extension X of X is called a c-extension(respectively, Ic-

extension) iff X has a basis 5(X)={F0, Fi, ･･･}of open sets such that:

(1) the set Bd(Vi), z=0, 1, ･･･,is a compactum (respectively, a locally com-

pact subset of X),

(2) type(Bd)Vi))^a+k + l,

(3) type{(<Bd(yi)r＼X)＼j{Bd{Vi)＼{Bd{yi)yf>w'>))^a,

(4) loc-com-type((Bd(Vi)nX)＼J(Bd(V'<)＼(Bd(V't)YPwi))^a+k.

We observe that by Lemma 2.4 for every element X<=R＼c{ol)there exists a

c-extension of X. Also, if X is a c-extension of X, then using the method of

the proof of Lemma 1 of [7J we can construct a basis B{X)―{Va, Vx, ■■■}of

open sets of X having properties (l)-(6) of Lemma 2.4.

Let K be a space, Sp be a family of spaces, (Sp)x be a subfamily of Sp

and let £B be a property of topological spaces. We say that the space K has

the property of S'-intersections with respect to subfamily (Sp)i of Sp iff for

every X^Sp there exists a homeomorphism ix of X into K such that if Y and

Z are distinct elements of Sp and Fe(S/>)i> then the set iy(Y)P＼iz)Z) has pro-

perty £P.

For every X^Sp let z'x be a homeomorphism of X into if. We say that

the space K has the property of ^-intersections with respect to subfamily

{ix'.X^(Sp)i] of all homeomorphisms ix iff for every Fg(S/))1 and for every

Z<=Sp, the set iY(Y),r＼iz(Z)has the property £P.

In particular,if & means that the corresponding intersection (a) is finite,

(j8) has type <La, (J) is compact and has tyye <;<*,(<5)has type <,a and comfaci

type <La + k, and (s) has fy^e ^a and locally compact type <La+k, then instead

of phrase "^-intersections" we will use, respectively, the words: (a) "finite

intersections",(j9)"a-intersections",(J) "compact a-intersections",(8) "^-inter-

sections", and (e) "^^-intersections".

We observe that the notion of "the property of finiteintersections" given

in [73] is different from that of the present paper, because in [/3] we suppose

that both spaces Y and Z belong to the corresponding subfamily. But, it is

not difficultto see that the universal space T for the family R{a) constructed

in [73] has the property of finiteintersections (in sense of the present paper)

with respect to a given subfamily of R(a) whose cardinalityis less than on

pnnai tn the rontinniim.
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The same is true with the notion of "the property of ^-intersections"(in

actually, with the notion of "the property of compact a-intersections") given

in [G-I].

5.2. Representations. For every X^.Rklc{a) let Ibea c-extension of X

and B(X)={V0(X), V^X), ■■■}be an ordered basis of open sets of X having

properties (l)-(6) of Lemma 2.4.

We recall the contruction (with respect to the ordered basis B(X)) of the

subset S(X) of C, the upper semi-continuous partition D(X) of S(X), the map

q(X) of S(X) onto X and the homeomorphism i(X) of D(X) onto X given in

Sections 1.5 and 1.8 of ＼_h~＼-

For every i=Q, 1, ･･･,we set F?(X)=C/(Vr1(X)) and V＼(X)=X＼Vi(X). For

every i=ix---in^Ln, we set X0 = C if n=0 and Xi=VV{X)r＼ ■■■n7l/-,(l) if

n^l. The point aeC belongs to S(X) if and only if Xua,^r＼X-Ua_^r＼･■■^0.

The last set is a singleton for every point a of S(X). We define the q(X) of

S(X) onto ^ setting ^(^)(g)=x, where a(ES(X) and {x} = J?j(aio)nZi(a,i)n ･･･.

Finally, we set D(X)={(q(X)y＼x): xgIJ and define z'(^)setting /(XX^CX))-^^))

= x.

5.2.1. Lemma. For every X(BRklc{a), the pair (S(X), D{X)) has the dense

property.

Proof. Let neNand a^d^{D{X))n. There exist elements x^Bd(Vn(X)

and /)GC such that d―{a, b}―{q{X)Y＼x). Let xly x2, ･･■be a sequence of

points of X snch that ＼＼mxt=x, xt^Vn(X) if a<b and Xi<=X＼Cl{Vn{X)) if
i―>oo

b<a, i=l, 2 If n^l we can suppose that xt£Cl(V0(X)＼j ･･･<uVn-1(X))

By the construction of the sets Xi it follows that there exists an element

I of Ln such that a^Ci0 and b^C-n if a<b and aeCu and b&Cu if b<a.

Also, for every i=l, 2, ･･･, we have that the set (q(X)y＼xi) is contained in

that of the sets C-i0 and C-n which contains the point a.

Since D(X) is an upper semi-continuous partition of S(X) we have lim di―d.

where di=(q(X))~1(xi), 2= 1,2, ･･･. Hence, if at^di, then Xvcaai―a, that is,

the point a is a limit point of the set S(X)＼((D(X))n)*. This means that the

pair (S(X), D(X)) has the dense property.

5.2.2. The family A of representations. Let Rx be a subfamily of

Rku{a) the cardinality of which is less than or equal to the continuum and let

R^RUa^Ru
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For every X<=R2 we set S(X)=C and we denote by D(X) the set which is

the union of the set D{X) and allsingletons {x}, where x6C＼(U"=o((^))n)*)-

It is easy to see that D(X) is an upper semi-continuous partition of S(X) and

the quotient space D{X) is homeomorphic to a subset of the quotient space

D(X).

Let A2 be the family of all pair (S(X), D{X)), X(eR2. It is easy to see

that the cardinality of A2 is less than or equal to the continuum.

For every X^R, we set S(X)=S(X) and D(X)=D(X). Let Ax be the set

of all pairs (S(X), D(X)), Ig^. If X and Y are distinctelements of Ru then

(S(X), D(X)) and (S(Y), D(Y)) are considered as distinctelements of Au while

it is possible S(X)=S(Y) and D(X)=D(Y).

Let A be the free union of Ax and A2. (Hence, if gi^A1 and g2e/i2, then

gt and g2 are distinct elements of ,4). Obviously, the cardinality of A is less

than or equall to the continuum.

By Lemma 5.2.1 it follows that every element of A has the dense property.

In the present section we denote by M the set of all scattered compacta

M such that either type(M)^j3(a) or type(M)=j3(a)+n, where n = l, 2, ･･･. We

suppose that distinctelements of M are not homeomorphic.

Let EP(p(a))=EP(P(a)+l)^EP(p(a)+2)U ■■■.By Theorem 4.3 the set

EP(fl(a)) is countable. Let e^EP{fi{a)). We denote by M(e) the element M

of M (if there exists such element) for which for some subset F of M, (F, M)

ee. Obviously, if there exists the element M(e), then it is uniquely deter-

mined, while the subset F of M(e) for whch (F, M(e))ee, in general, is not

unique. We denote by F(e) a fixed subset of M such that (F(e), M(e))ee.

For every Atei?fc(a) and ?gAt by the construction of the pair (S(X), D{X))

it follows that (t>(X))q=(D(X)＼. Since (D(Z))g is homeomorphic to Bd(Vq(X))

(See the proof of Lemma 11 of [73]) by properties (1) and (4) of Lemma 2.4 it

follows that the pair g(X)=(S(X), D(X)) is an i＼-representation. By Mq(g(X))

we denote the element of M which is homeomorphic to{D(X))q. If type((D(X))q)

^/3(a), then by <pq(g(X)) we denote a fixed homeomorphism of Mq(g(X)) onto

to,.

Suppose that type{{D{X))q)=fi{a) + n. Let Fq(X)=(Bd(Vq(X))nX)U(Bd(Vq(X))

＼(Bd(Vq(X)y^a≫). Then, the pair (Fq(X), Bd(Vq(X))) belongs to an element e

of EP(P(a)) and, hence, there exists the pair (F(e), M(e)). By <pq(g(X)) we

denote a fixed homeomorphism of Mq(g(X))=M(e) onto 0(X))q for which

0g(g(Z))(F(e))=(f(X))-1(Fg(Z)). (We observe that by the construction of the

homeomorphism i{X) it follows that i(X)(D(X))q)=Bd(VJX))).

We suppose that for every MeI there existsa fixed decreasing sequence
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of decompositions of M.

Also we suppose that there exists a fieddecreasing sequence of decomposi-

tions of A such that if E is an element of qth decompositions, then the ele-

ment Mq(E) of M is determined (for notations see Section 3.1). Moreover, since

the set EP(fi{a)) is countable, we can suppose that if type(Mq(E))=P(a)+n and

(S(X), D{X)) and (SCO, D{Y)) are two elements of E, then the pairs

(Fq(X), Bd(Vq(X))) and (Fq(Y), Bd(Vq(Y))) belong to the same element of

EP(B(a)).

5.3. Theorem. Let Rx be a subfamily of Rkkc(oc)the cardinality of which is

less than or equal to the continuum. For every element X^Rkic(a) let X be a

c-extension of X. Then, there exist:

(1) an element K<^Rkkc(a),

(2) a space T which is an Ic-extension of K,

(3) a homeomorphism ix of X into K for every Xe Rkic(a),and

(4) a homeomorphism jx °fX into T, for every X^Rkic(a), which is an

extension of ix, that is, jx＼x~ix, such that:

(5) the space K has the property of a＼c-intersectionswith respect to the

subfamily {ix: Iei?i) of all homeomorphisms ix, X<=Rkic(a).

(6) the space T has the property of compact {a+ k-＼-l)-intersectionswith

respect to subfamily {jx: Ie]?,} of all homeomorphisms j x, X^Rida). More-

over,

(7) the set jx(X) is a closed subset of T, for every X(eRx.

Proof. We use all notions and notations of Sections 5.2 and 5.2.2. Let T

be a space of Theorem 3.11 constructed for the family A of M-representations

of Section 5.2.2.

Now we define the subspace K of T as follows: every element d of T of

the form {{a, g)}, where (a, g)^CxC, belongs to if. Let deT(l). Then,

there exist an integer m<=N, an element r of l(m) and an element x of Mm(Af)

such that d ―d(x, m, r). If type(Mm(A?))<{i(a), then we consider that d^K.

Let type(Mm(Ay))=P(a)+n. By the properties of the fixed decreasing sequence

of decompositions of A it follows that there exists an element e of EP{fi{a))

such that for every X<=RUa) for which g(X)=(S(X), £>{X))<=A? we have

(Fm(X), Bd(ym(X)))^e. Hence, Mm(A?) = Mm(g{X)) = M{e) and F(e)=

{<l)m{g{X))Y＼Fm{X)). We consider that de=K iff x^F(e).

By the definition of the set Fm(X) and properties of a c-extension of X

(see Section 5.1)it follows that: (a) (d(Mm(A?))＼(d(Mm(A?W?w>)^d(Mm(A?))
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nK, (/3) type(d(Mm(Af))r＼K)£a, (T) type(d(Mm(A^)))£a + k + l, (8) loc-com-

type(d(Mm(Af))r＼K)<a+k.

We observe that the above properties (a)-(<5)are true if we replace the set

d(Mm(Af)) by an open and closed subset of it. Hence, these properties are

also true if we replace the set d(Mm)Af)) by a set which is a free union of

simultaneously open and closets of sets d(Mm(Af)), ttkeN, r^lim).

Consider the basis B of the space T. Let O(W)<bB. By Theorem 5.3 the

set Bd{O{W)) is a free union of simultaneously open and closed subsets of sets

d(Mm(A?)). Hence, properties (a)-(d) are true if we replace the set d(Mm(Af))

by the set Bd(O(W)). From the it follows that K(BR＼c(a). Since the set

Bd(O(W)) is a locally compact subset of T we also have that the space T is

an /c-extension of the space K.

Let T(X) be the subset of T consisting of all elements z of T for which

zC＼(Cx {g(X)})^$. We observe that for every z*eeT(X) there exists an element

d(ED(X) such that zrMC x {g(X)})=d x {g(X)}. Also, for every d^D(X) there

exists an element z^eT(X) such that the above relation is true. Hence, setting

jx(d)=z we have an one-to-one map of D(X) onto T(X). It is easy to verify,

that jt(0(X))q)=d(Mq(A%iq.e(X≫))t for every q^N.

We prove that jjt is a homeomorphism. Let jx{d)―z. Let z^O{W)^B.

Since the space T is regular there exists an element O(Wi) of B such that

2GO(FF1)£C/(O(I4;1))gO(W/). By the construction of the element of the set

U＼JV, there exists an open subset V of S(X) such that dQV and Vx{g(X)}

QWU Let U be the set of all elements d' of D(X) for which d'QV. Then,

U is an open subset of D{X) containing d. If d'^U, then /f(<i')rWi^0 and,

hence, jx(d')^O(W), that is, jx(U)QO(W). Thus, Cl is a continuous map.

Let U be an open subset of D(X) containing d. Let V = (p(X))-＼U), where

p{X) is the natural projection of S(X) onto D(X). There exists an element W

of Or＼V such that Wr＼Cx{g{X)})^Vx ＼g{X)} and z^W. Hence, z^O)W).

If z'<=O(W)r＼T(X), then zQW and therefore z'n(Cx {g(X)})GV x {g(X)}, that

is, if d'= {jxY＼z'), then rf'g7. This means that d'<=U. Hence, (JxY＼O{W)

r＼T(X))QU and the map (jx)"1 is continuous. Thus, (y^)"1 is a homeomorphism

of D{X) onto T(i).

Since Z)(Z) is a subset of i)(X) we can consider the restrictionjx＼d<.x->of

jx onto D(^). We set jjf=(jx＼Dix->)o(i(X))~1.Obviously, the map jx is a

homeornorphism of X into a subset of T(X).

If X(=RU then D{X)=D(X) and, hence, jjt=j±'(i(X))-1, that is, the map

jx is a homeomorphism of ^ onto T(X).

Set ix―jx＼x- Hence, the map ix is a homeomorphism of X into T{X).
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Let X and Y be distinct elements R＼c(a)such that lei?,. There exists

an integer meN such that r(q, g(X))―r{q, g(Y)) for every Q<.q<m and

r(m, g(X))=£r(m, g(Y)). It is clear that an element z of T belongs to T(X)

r＼T(Y) if and only if d(^d{Mq{Aqr(,qigiX^))for some q, 0£q<m. Hence, the

subset T(X)nT(Y) of T is a compact subset having type^La + k + 1.

Since (D)Y)＼={D{Y))q for every q<=N, we have M0(Y))q)Qjf(Y). Hence

T(X)nT(f)=j±(X)r＼jt(Y), that is, property (6) of the theorem is true.

Since for every q, Q<>q<m, there exists an element e^EP{fi{a)) such that

Kr＼d(Mq(AqrCqig<x≫))=d(F(e))it follows that the set tx(X)rMY(X) has type^a,

and locally compact type <La+k, that is, property (5) of the theorem is true.

Hence, in order to complete the proof of the theorem it is sufficientto

prove property (7). For this,since jx(X)=T(X) if Xg/?1( it is sufficient to

prove that the set T(X) is a closed subset of T.

Let z^T＼T(X). If z has the ferm d(y, m, f) for some raeiV, r£/(m) and

y<=Mm(A?), then g{X)£A?

U(d(y, m, r),0).

Hence, z<=OQJ) and O(U)r＼T(X)=Q, where U=

Let z={(a, g)}. There existsan integer m<=N and distinctelements r and

tt of l(m) such that g^Af and g{X)(EAf. Then, zQC0xAf. By Lemma 3.7

case(1),thereexistsan element W of the set OuV such that z^WQC8xAf.

Hence, z(EO(W) and O(W)r＼T(X)=&.

Thus, in both cases, the element z has an open neighbourhood which do

not intersectthe subspace T(X). Hence, T(X) is closed.

5.4. Corollaries. (1) In the family R＼c{a) there exists a universal ele-

ment having the property of a＼c-intersections with respect to any subfamily of

Ru(ot) the cardinality of which is less than or equal to the continuum.

(2) For the family Rkc(a) there existsa containing space belaining to R＼c{a).

(3) For the family Rkc{a) there exists a containing continuum having type

^La+k + l and the property of akc+i-intersectionswith respect to a fixed subfamily

of Rkc(a) the cardinality of which is less than or equal to the continuum.

This corollary follows from Theorem 5.3 {See property (6)), Theorem 2.5 and

Theorem 3 of [/J.

In particular,if k―0 and since Rcom(a)Q R°c(a)we have:

There exists a continuum having rim-type ^a-fl which is a containing space

for all compacta having rim-type ^a.

(4) In the family R(a) (that is,in the family Rkic(a),where k=m+(a)―l)

there exists a universal element (See [/8]).
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5.5. Some problems. (1) Does there exist a universal element of the

family Rku(a)> where a>0 and k=0, ■■■, m+(a)―l, having the property of £B-

intersections with respect to a given subfamily of Rkic(a) the cardinality of

which is less than or equal to the continuum if "^-intersections" means (a)

finite intersections, (/3) compact ^-intersections, (7*) afc-intersections, where n~

0, ･･･, k ―1 and (d) ^-intersections, where n=0, ■■■, k?

(2) Let AT be a universal element of the family Rku{(x),where a=0, ･■■,m+(a),

and let Rx be a fixed subfamily of Ru(a) the cardinality of which is less than

or equal to the continuum. Does the space K have the property of (a) finite

intersections, (/3) compact ^-intersections, {?) ^-intersections, (d) ≪fc-intersections,

where n―0, ･･･, and (s) a?-intersections, where n=0, ■･･,with respect to the

subfamily Rx?

(3) Are the results and problems of the present paper true if we replace

all corresponding famillies of spaces by their plant part? (Plane part of a family

A is the subfamily consisting of all elements of A admitting an embedding in

the olane).
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